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REQUIREMENTS FOR USING THIS E-BOOK.
E-books are basically books distributed and viewed electronically via computer or other “E-Book”
viewing devices. E-Books stand to revolutionize the printing industry much the same way the CD
and DVD have for the music and movie businesses. Books are one of the last areas the digital
revolution has yet to influence. The completed production of this book in digital format cost 1/10th
of the cost of a printed version per unit and used much more commonly available home made
techniques of word processing, layout and publishing, not to mention the environmental benefits.
No printing presses, big name publishers or graphic artists required (except for the cover). Ebooks work great for non-fiction information based books such as this; if you plan on publishing
in the future you might want to consider it. References to the term “Book” in this document
actually mean “E-Book”.
To properly read this “book” you will need the Adobe Acrobat system or compatible reader
software and a PC or MAC capable of running the software (486-66 or better is recommended).
This book can also be read by a selected group of portable devices known as “E-Book readers”.
To read the book, flip pages and use other features it offers please consult the user manual on
your E-Book device/software.
Security measures have been put in place to prevent the easy manipulation of information
contained within, as well as copy/cut and paste procedures. Attempts to place this document on
a printing machine other than your home personal computer printer will result in a mess, don’t try
it. I have made 0 (Zero) attempts at compressing the text other than what the encoder program
offered to discourage Internet transmission (which is forbidden under the copyright). For those
with vision problems there are also limited but effective measures in place including a plain white
background, a blocky font, and magnified text, amongst others.
Happy reading.
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THE POLISHING OF METAL
The history of Heavy Metal Rock Music.

“WOE TO YOU, OH EARTH AND SEA, FOR THE DEVIL SENDS
THE BEAST WITH WRATH, BECAUSE HE KNOWS THE TIME
IS SHORT... LET HIM WHO HATH UNDERSTANDING RECKON
THE NUMBER OF THE BEAST FOR IT IS A HUMAN
NUMBER...ITS NUMBER IS 666.”
- Revelations ch. xiii b. 18 as dictated by Iron Maiden.

“IT'S A LONG WAY TO THE TOP IF YOU WANNA ROCK N' ROLL”
- AC/DC

HEAVY METAL (n) [second meaning]:
HEAVY METAL: A form of aggressive and over amplified Rock Music often performed by groups dressed in spectacular or
bizarre costumes.
- Oxford English Dictionary.

Seasons Of The Wolf: “3 Across The Front” view.

None of the artists or labels featured on this CD paid to be on this project. All were invited and joined
on their own decision.
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FOREWORD
“I tried to leave music once. You cannot do it, the music will not leave you and sooner
or later you will realize this and it will piss you off.”
- Larry (Lz) Sentelle (guitars; Life Denied)

Its attitude is bad, its clothes are flashy, and its face is young. Anybody can do it with a bit of
practice but very few will ever make something of themselves with it. It has defined a generation.
It has survived fads and fashions, nay Sayers, censors and bans. It crosses cultures with ease
and thrives best in conservative societies and works to liberate the people. It is a religion on its
own and assimilates all that comes by its path. Depending on your point of view it is either the
highest form of music man can and will ever create or the worst. No matter what it is, it is a way
of life for many people and enriches those lives in ways that the English language cannot even
begin to describe. This monster of Rock music is called Metal...Heavy Metal. And “if Heavy
Metal didn’t exist, someone would have had to invented it,” as an eminent music critic once said.
In the pages that follow I will take you on a brief walk through its history; hopefully you will enjoy
it and perhaps take your own stroll down memory lane as I have. Most of all I hope you will learn
something about this wonderful music because contrary to popular belief it does not all sound
the same. To the educated ear its small variations make the difference between hits and misses
on the album charts. To those who believe it is "just noise" I hope you will read with an open
mind and at least ask yourself: "If it's noise why do so many enjoy it?" I hope to also answer this
question.
As a child, one of my most favourite shows was Doctor Who, a fictional time traveler from
another planet who traversed the universe in different time zones to correct all that ailed the
universe. Through him, I explored multitudes of alien species, places and situations. He was my
Superman, my Batman, and my Spiderman all in one. Doctor Who is no longer on TV, and I
have matured considerably since then, but sometimes I still wish I had my own time machine
(TARDIS) so that I could really go back in time to see how the universe started, what really killed
the Dinosaurs, medieval knights, to hear the S.O.S. of the Titanic, the speeches of Winston
Churchill, the landing on the moon, and the origins of Heavy Metal.
“You look like you are dressed for the second coming of Satan” My sister Shannon once
declared in reference to my Black Metal T-Shirt and leather trousers when heading out for a
night on the town… I am a converted “Metallurgist”, there was a time when I didn't care one way
or the other about Metal. But now I strive for its survival and fight with the "Metal Militia". It has
fulfilled my life and has given me a sense of belonging and pride. A feeling that, indeed, there is
a place for me in this world of change; a place that changes and yet, always stays the same. A
safe spot to call home; I wish to share that spot with you. Over the years I have amassed a huge
record collection, reviewed hundreds of bands and been invited to many a bar on indie night. On
top of all of that I have interviewed acts and seen live performances by just about everything that
was offered including Metallica, Megadeth, Slayer, Rush, Biohazard, Tiamat, Dio,
Motorhead, Alice Cooper, Ash Lee Blade, Crash Kelly, W.A.S.P., Iron Maiden, Witchery,
The Haunted, Morbid Angel, Cannibal Corpse, The Black Dahlia Murder, Endorphins,
Severed Savior, Morgion, Anvil, Black Sabbath, Ozzy Osbourne, Voivod, Rush, Rob
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Zombie, Rolling Stones, Offspring, Kiss, Mudvayne, Trooper, AC/DC, Skid Row, Poison,
Quiet Riot, Ratt, Cinderella, Firehouse, Vince Neil, Motley Crue, Judas Priest, Teratism,
Kult Of Azazel, Aesma Daeva, Azrael, Ministry, Hanzel Und Gretel, Incantation, Rotting,
Unexpact, Woods Of Ypres, Malefaction, Thy Flesh Consumed, Goat Horn, Corrosion Of
Conformity, Dream Theater, Fear Factory, Symphony X, Ministry, Mastery, Porno Coma,
Penetrator, Piledriver, 10 Years, Korn, Lapidate, Betrayer, A Faster Now, Hellz Kitchen
Show, and BTO (remains there-of), not to mention the indie bands who have invited me to their
shows over the years while I worked with at Emperor Multimedia, (Metal Church and Anthrax
cancelled the times I went to see them) and that’s just the few I can remember off the top of my
head. As you can see, I’ve done a pretty good job of sampling just about every type of Heavy
Metal and Hard Rock that’s available.
Over the past few years I have kept note of my observations and finally wrote them all down to
tell the world. This document is nowhere near complete but is enough to publish and tell the
world about it. Much of the information you are about to read I either know first hand or have it
through reliable industry research sources. I have not covered every major event or band in the
world, nor did I try, just enough to educate. Well, this is one educational text you won't mind
reading. (NO there is no exam after).
In this attempt to educate I have, in true journalistic fashion - an art that is all but lost these days
- kept my opinion, as much as possible, out and the facts in. There are some areas where the
topic matter was simply so silly or blatant that I couldn't help myself but even here I try to give a
complete picture. Since history is not always recorded correctly, or indeed at all, it is very difficult
to take a subject that spans so many years and condense it accurately into a single book, and if
Murphy's Law has its way the minute this book is published I will discover something else that
should have been included. Well, this is best that can be offered right now.
In this book there are many pictures, references and album titles as well as many bands covered
- all of these are used to enhance your understanding and are used as examples but should not
be considered as the only contributors to history as I have not covered every single event,
person, album or group nor did I try as to do so would create a whole different book with very
little to do with understanding the art's diverse history.
Much of the original text of this document dates back to 1998 when it was first conceived but
money, time, technology and general life matters got in the way. The public first viewed it in
1998-1999 in a New Jersey based magazine. It ran over several issues. It was never formerly
published elsewhere due to the shier cost of printing a book, and my efforts in publishing The
Alliance CD compilation. Last year (2002) I acquired the software and computing power enough
to complete the work beyond what it was originally designed to be. Modern technology makes it
incredibly cheap and relatively easy to finish the work as a CD-ROM E-Book. This knowledge,
money and technology was earned from my efforts on the RECORDED HISTORY encyclopedia
CD-ROM on the history of Rock Music and as a result, although much of the original text from
the late 1990’s is incorporated in the pages that follow, much newer research and text was taken
directly out of the aforementioned RECORDED HISTORY as well as new research.
Speaking of Recorded History, it proved to be a hit at least with public archives and schools for it
is now archived at the Great Library of Alexandria as well as a large number of city and
university libraries. This one was modeled after it in hopes of obtaining the same glory. There is
several large differences between this text and the past; this one uses updated software, easier
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to read (larger fonts) and more highlighting, not to mention 20% more multimedia! But like
Recorded History it was originally supposed to be a printed book but to be honest I am not going
to panic if it never is; the cost of printing is just too high and in printing reference guides like this
one introduces inconvenience to everyone involved (including the reader) and is much slower for
researchers to process – in short publications like this in print are now obsolete.
Critics may rave against this text - fine. If I honestly cared what others think I’d never get
anything done. There are plenty of examples throughout history that show critics completely
missed the point and fewer examples that show they were actually right. Listen, if they think they
can do a better job than do it! Take a couple of year’s off work, take thousands of hours and
thousands of dollars in a society where you work longer hours for less pay to prevent you from
engaging in long projects such as this (if I was a conspiracy theorists I’d believe that) and let’s
see the result! In the end this book, not their comments, will survive history so, at the risk of
sounding arrogant, I guess I will end off with the last say; after-all it is easy to criticize but much
harder to create. Years ago I wrote a computer program called McBBS, a telecommunications
program. Right from the get-go critics pounced onto it with complains until one fellow transmitted
a message across what was then called, the FIDOnet, a public access computer network
popular before the Internet, for all to see saying “he (Derek) did a far better job then I could do
and if you can do better then shut up and do it.” Yes, they shut up, and ever since then I took
critics for what they were.
You may not agree with my opinions or findings or maybe you will but obtaining a reaction and
discussion from you, the reader, will prove that you have taken this knowledge and are digesting
it for later use. This means that I have completed my task. This topic is so huge that no single
encyclopedia, no matter how large, has ever managed to capture it all. Neither will this one.
Many have tried and all have failed. This is simply my interpretation of the evidence offered. But
if it helps clarify the subject more to you then it was worth writing.
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1
Interpreting the Data
Understanding how to read this book
CHANGES IN THIS EDITION:
This release features several changes over the past and if you are an owner of the previous
Recorded History release you might want to know them:
Text is in a bigger typeset and font, allowing fewer people to need to use the
magnification feature, as well as allowing the text to display with less fading effects as
was seen in the Recorded History edition.
This IS NOT an update to Recorded History but can be construed as “in addition to”. It
features an update module to the past release but contains, as the bulk of its content,
information that was cut out of the previous release for relevance purposes. This release
deals strictly with Heavy Metal and related styles exclusively as opposed to the entire
Rock N’ Roll genre.
There is a lot of pictures and text on this release that was featured in Recorded History,
this is for several reasons, one: the owner of the work didn’t submit anything new for this
release but was under contract to be included, or two: what they offered originally was
appropriate for this release also, or three: the owner of the work included the same by
request.
Several new artists and additions to the catalogue have been added.
There is more multimedia content, especially in the area of pictures and videos because,
to be honest, more were offered this time around.
More biographies from un-catalogued bands.
This entire chapter contains, almost verbatim, the content of the first three chapters of
Recorded History. There was no point in rewriting it since the rating system and criterion
for submission have not changed. Remember, these two releases were less than a year
apart for information content. The first three chapters were merged for more efficiency.
Newer software. Some of the software I used to create or test this release has been
updated, allowing for some new features and other hidden benefits.
The history section features more independent bands and not just majors.
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Smaller/better positioned icons.
Reviews and biographies have been separated.
More links within the document.
Updated Internet links.
More complete dictionary and the Interview section that was not included with Recorded
History.
INTERPRETING YOUR REVIEWER:
For many years now I have scribbled down notes on the computer, over the Internet and in print
about my thoughts on the music industry and the products it creates. I've been on all sides of the
equation; I have been a reporter, an interviewer, a critic, an author, a computer programmer,
record company president, record producer, performer, manager, booking agent, salesman and
distributor; you name it I've probably done it. I even recorded my own music -- once.
With all of this under my belt you would think that I am more then qualified to say anything I want
about whomever I want in this business and say it with authority. Well, yes I am but I don't
behave that irresponsibly. Although I believe that the only people who SHOULD talk are those
who have walked a mile in the other's shoes I know that that is simply not what happens.
Instead of rehashing my old diatribe from the Recorded History disc I’ll shorten the chatter up a
bit and get right to the point. I love music, all music, but especially Heavy Metal. I live vicariously
through the artists. Music has the power to make me laugh and make me cry. It is a powerful
and primitive force that I take very seriously. At the same time it is also fun and in my opinion,
one of the ultimate forms of expression.
In the pages that follow you will see a lot of information on a lot of people and events. The data
was archived and displayed here for my love of the music and for no other purpose. I personally
and single handedly wrote every single word in this text and with the help of those who
generously and free of charge donated their pictures, music, videos and data to this project I
thank you.
Fact is, on the RRCA, of all the reviews I did I offered constructive criticisms of the ones I didn't
like, not complaints. When I did file a dislike it was backed up, and not just left there like a flag
flapping in the wind, simply to make a point. I also tried to avoid the use of words like "sucks",
"crap" or other such abusive and non-supportive phrases. It is a poor reviewer or author who
must resort to such crass language to say they are disappointed with something.
Biographies! They change constantly and are time consuming to digest and input so you will
have to forgive me if I slacked a bit here. I only entered biographies for Indies who submitted
items to be reviewed, and those big bands of historically significant importance, and for those I
had sufficient information to post an intelligent article. The completeness of each biography
depends on the amount of information the artist submitted (or was recorded by historians) at the
time of their review and how well documented or extensive that coverage was. If they sent
nothing then no biography is written, if they have very little history (or I found very little in my
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many trips to bookstores, the internet, and the library) then only a small amount of text is
granted, and if they sent a lot then more space is required. For the so-called "large commercial"
artists I conducted research and used other books on the subject as well as my own research
directly taken from my previous work "Recorded History" to complete their listings.
I will also state this clearly here and now: What you are about to read is my opinion. Unlike some
other reviewers who conveniently leave this little disclaimer out I will say it up front: WHAT YOU
ARE ABOUT TO READ IS OPINION. Yes, there are plenty of facts involved as well but you will
have to wade through ample amounts of my neuron firings to get to it. It is my hope, however,
that those of you who are of age enough to remember some of the older groups will take a walk
down memory lane, and those of any age who are so inclined might take an interest in others
you do not have.
This list constitutes the entire RRCA archives up until the point of publication of this book. Those
archives consist of the submissions by artists themselves, as well as scavenging my personal
record collection. I also made a huge effort at going out and buying more recordings prior to
publication of the book to complete as many discographies as I could but economics and time
were against me.
This book does not feature EVERY record ever submitted or scavenged. Much of my collection
is un-reviewed and the list of artists demanding new reviews for new works is staggering and so
I crammed as many as I could in preparation for the book, but it will NEVER be complete! I will
not accept the complaints from critics whining about how parts of a famous band’s discography
are missing or that some other book is better because "x" band is present. FORGET IT! This
book's scope and coverage is isolated only to the archives found at the RRCA web site at time
of publication. S I M P L E! If these individuals want more of the recordings they feel worthy of
entry into this book then they are welcome to spend the time and money to purchase them and
send them to me. Basically they can "put their money where their mouths are" and "put up or
shut up", as the saying goes.
WHAT IS NOT REVIEWED:
Let’s cut to the chase:
No company, which I know is receiving government financing, gets posted (if you can’t
make it like the rest of us then get out of business). Artists are excluded from this rule.
No MP3 only or non-standard releases (only releases on LP, Cassette or CD are
reviewed).
Tribute albums and re-masters are kept to a minimum.
No racism or albums encouraging criminal violence are reviewed.
All albums were either purchased by me or sent directly to me by the band, a fan, the
label or their management.
No pirate recordings are allowed (originals only).
No company, which I believe regularly treats their artists, customers or employees
unfairly, under reasonable expectations, get any coverage in my archives.
Now, don’t think for one minute that your favourite artists that isn’t listed in someway got
blacklisted under these rules. Not necessarily, I simply may have honestly had no content with
them or their work. Check the end of the document for information on submitting items for
inclusion. Also please note that although the history section contains hotlinks to most of the
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artists featured in this book with its text, it does not feature them all, nor am I going to try
because I’d go insane. When you look for an artist in this text search three places, the historical
chapters, the bookmarks and then do a search using the search prompt.
Unlike Recorded History there was also an effort to post biographies to which reviews are not
yet present, these can be denoted by the “UC” at the start of their catalogue number and are as
such un-rated.
I hate industry tricks. Indeed, the only "gimmicks" I like are those done by the bands themselves.
Kiss, Alice Cooper, Twisted Sister, et. al. Love them or loathe them you have to admit they are a
sight to see. Today there are new purveyors of fashion and fantasy like many of the so-called
Black Metal bands like Dark Funeral, Witchery or Emperor, to name just three, who's appeal
stems equally as much from their dress and stage antics then just their music. A band with a
good gimmick always gets an extra point in my ratings system!
I believe these rules are just and fair and MUST be in place for such incidents ARE my business
for as a consumer AND as a member of the industry it is my responsibility, as well as everyone
else’s, to police what we, and our comrades, do and by not giving them press coverage that's
exactly what I am doing. The music industry, by nature, is a sleazy business, which is a shame
because honesty actually sells better! The person who finds a way to bottle and mass produce
honesty, integrity and fair play will be richer then Bill Gates and more powerful then the
President of the United States!
You will also note that although there are selective reviews and biographies of major-league acts
there are no pictures. The reason is simple, I refuse to play the head games that the big major
corporations (and even large Indies and bands) play, not to mention the near-communist
endeavors of the so-called “Copyright Collectives”, and I’m surviving just fine without them thank you very much!
HOW TO READ THIS E-BOOK:
This E-book does not follow the rules of English to the exact letter of their interpretation. I don’t
dazzle you with Shakespearian talk, over-indulgence on the thesaurus to ensure I never use the
same word twice in the same sentence, nor did I precisely measure out every semi-colon and
comma. I believe in using the most efficient and simple method of communicating my basic
ideas without resorting to language that only university scholars can read (and stay awake) or
street language of curses and non-descriptive slurs. The spelling (and hopefully I got it all but
mistakes do happen) use both Queen’s and American English spellings to settle the debate and
keep the work marketable to everyone in both camps. Where and for what words I use either
system on was a judgment call on my part.
This E-book is set up more or less in chronological order of events. Unfortunately many events
overlap as life, in general, rarely happens one event at a time as we tend to do many things in
the course of a day. Each chapter begins on the decade then chronologically moves forward
with each major topic sub-divided. In the event of the band biographies and review sections,
they operate on their own isolated timelines outside of the main text and should be treated as
such. For some bands they overlap into several discussions, but only under one will they be
listed extensively. The featured bands (and there are many) come from all walks of life and, in
most cases, were taken from the RRCA biography archives.
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It is important to note that in the historical portion of this text there is no distinction made
between what is Hard Rock and Heavy Metal, and for that matter a lot of Punk and Grunge has
gotten lumped in with them as well. Over the years the lines as to who is who has blurred and
fans of one style very often cross over into the other. Bands like AC/DC, for example, are
commonly considered Hard Rock but the newer generations consider them Heavy Metal. The
point of this text is not to dictate or examine the difference, but to cover as many aspects of the
Heavy Metal musical genre as possible and in doing so many other acts will be thrown into the
mix as anyone who is, was or has been influenced by Heavy Metal is fair game in this text.
Where acts are identified within their genre (such as in the Review and Biography sections) they
are listed according to what is commonly believed and the majority of my research can support. I
once saw an author of a recent publication list Iron Maiden as Hard Rock when clearly they are
of the “New Wave of British Heavy Metal”, clearly a title of a style of Heavy Metal as is stated in
his own book, it was a blatant attempt at updating historical files for no other purpose than to
create a “make work project”. At the same time many Heavy Metal puritans refuse to accept
Korn as part of their membership, for example, when research seems to indicate that act’s style
certainly qualifies. My attempt in this text is not to address this childish controversy but to
address the more important issues of Heavy Metal and where it came from and who made it
happen. I consider my job here, and that of anyone writing such material, is to report history and
not try to write it.
In this e-book each band that features a biography may have a link to another section featuring
reviews of their work in date order of publication. Where there is no biography then just the
reviews appear. Each artist is listed in Alphabetical order and their reviews are in Alphabetical
and chronological order.
Biography header sample:
(CAT#####)

BAND NAME
Start Date – End Date
City, Country

Style/Genre

Review header sample:
BAND NAME
Album Title
Publisher (Date)

(CAT#####)
Country

Formats

Style/Genre

For sake of simplicity and time all the musical styles were lumped together.
If a part of the artist name is shaded in an orange-like colour; the colour signifies only the
alphabetical listing for the artist in that only the blue section was used to select their position in
the archive - it has no other meaning.
I do not describe a band by comparing it to another. For example it is pointless for me to say
"this band sounds like Iron Maiden in their prime" unless it is of historical significance or it is
clearly intended for those who actually know what Iron Maiden sounds like and when their prime
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was. I also do not pit one artist against another "this band would do better if they sounded like
Metallica" or "Slayer does a better job". Again, if the reader doesn't know the sound of the
competing bands how is the comparison going to make sense, and further to that this band is
NOT Slayer or Metallica so why should they be compared to them unless they are attempting to
sound like them? There are selected exceptions to these rules but the majority rings true.
Album titles are in bold italic print, musician names or names of groups are highlighted in bold
only and song titles are in italic only. Every occurrence is highlighted to facilitate easy searching.
Finally, there are bands and events mentioned in this book that I witnessed or was involved with.
With these, I have written in the third person in order to maintain the flow of the book and ease
of reading to researchers so instead of “I”, I use my full name. This style persists except for this
and the preparatory chapters. I know many readers and writers don’t like this style and may
argue I should not have included myself but too bad, if I don’t include myself in my own book on
history who will?
The following are the symbols and codes used within this E-Book:
Code
Description
45
45 RPM Vinyl single
LP
Long Play 33 1/3 RPM album
MC
Cassette Tape
78
78 RPM record (Obsolete)
8T
8 Track tape (Obsolete)
CD
Compact Disc

(Pencil) - Artist has at least one album review on file. Click to see.
(Eye Glasses) - Arist has Biography on file. Click to see.
(Shopping Cart) - Artist has music for sale at DISKERY.COM. Click to connect.
(Aztec Pyramid) - Artist was featured on RECORDED HISTORY. Click for details.
(Skel’s Skull) - Artist was featured on ALLIANCE. Click for details.

Click this icon to
find out how to
see technical
notes on
multimedia
content

(Movie Camera) - Artist has video available to view on this CD-ROM. Click to view it.
(Question Mark) – Details on artist’s multimedia is available. Click to see.
(CD) - Audio recording of artist’s music is featured on this CD-ROM. Click to hear.
(Xed CD) – Audio track not included or is elsewhere on CD-ROM.
(Link) – A link to the Artist’s website exists. Click to access it.

If an icon appears with a small “1”, “2” or “3” beside it this means that multiple multimedia
contributions are present on the disc. Click the associated link to access the correct content.
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It is also important to note that there are links made, especially in the chronological historical
sections, that have no relation to music, these are optional “side-bar” subjects that could be
considered “editor cuts” and you can ignore them if you choose or read the information they
contain. Some of these are hidden behind blue highlight or pictures; click your mouse around
your screen to find them. Due to a technological restriction with respect to my PDF editing
software I was unable to make their return link go back to your exact spot so you will have to
settle for starting at the top each time.
A word about the
icon: This icon is only used for those groups/companies that requested it.
The criterion was high for its allowance of use, they had to demonstrate that their website was
going to be around for sometime to come. Be advised that as your disc ages these links will
gradually fail.
The credits for multimedia (pictures, music & video) are assumed to be the band or their label
and are not mentioned, however, in some cases an exception was made and the “courtesy of…”
was printed in the caption by special request of the media supplier.
Items in the text content (except titles) coloured Dark Blue are links to other sections within
the document.
Shortcuts in document navigation include: (for Adobe Acrobat reader)
Previous View
= ALT+LEFT ARROW (go back after search or magnification change).
Next View
= ALT+RIGHT ARROW (go back after search or magnification change).
Previous Document = ALT+SHIFT+LEFT ARROW (assuming previous loaded document).
Next Document
= ALT+SHIFT+RIGHT ARROW (assuming previous loaded document).
Search for artist names in UPPER CASE for more accurate location results. Use OPEN FULL
READER SEARCH for detailed search patterns. All displays based on 90% & 100%
magnification.
INFORMATION ON THE BOOKMARKS:
The Bookmarks for Polishing of Metal are not intended to be a replacement for a proper index
but are designed to assist researchers in quickly finding commonly looked for information
contained within the document. It lists most major acts, classic/influential bands and subjects of
history featured in the document. With the exception of artists who feature multimedia content
the bookmarks DO NOT LIST ALL subjects or artists found in the document; to find other's you
must use the FIND/SEARCH feature provided by your PDF reader.
The Bookmarks are colour coded as follows:
Aqua
= Utility.
Light Purple = Major subject.
Red
= Sub to major subject.
Dark Blue
= Highlighted subject.
Green
= Multimedia enhanced review or biography.
Dark Purple = Link enhanced review or biography without Multimedia.
Black
= Currently active or uninstalled link.
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Kristendom live.
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3
GENESIS
Artificial Harmonics: The Story Of Heavy Metal
To write a book on the history of the music we now call "Heavy Metal" we should start at the
beginning but unfortunately, this is one area where history was not properly recorded and Rock
music historians and fans heavily debate it's origins to this day, mine is one theory.

PREHISTORY
It’s just noise made by apes who got above themselves
The discovery of music is debated in man’s
evolution but it appears that sometime around
the end of the Neanderthals and the arrival of
Cro-Magnon man (some 25,000 years ago)
bone flutes were in common use, although the
basic idea of beating one’s chest or pounding
sticks against cave walls, logs, rocks or bones
probably goes back even farther to our
common ape-like ancestors. Although
Neanderthals and Cro-Magnon man (early
Homo Sapiens or wise man) never could
mate (meaning that common to what we all
think of certain people we have met, there is
NO Neanderthals alive amongst us), there
was cultural and technological exchanges
between the two peoples; some of the most
basic tools and ideas we all share today as a
people were probably amongst the
exchanges, and one such idea might have
been music.
Most likely these first forms of music were
designed as devices of long distance
communication more than entertainment. It
was a time when people wore animal skins,

long hair, painted their faces, shouted and
growled at every opportunity.
Fast-forward toward more modern humans –
us, and the arrival of sophisticated
civilizations as far back as some 10,000 years
ago, and you find music quite prominent as a
form of story telling, entertainment, and
communication, especially during times of
battle. Everyone from the Romans to the
medieval Scottish Celtic tribes used music for
their purposes (the Bagpipes were outlawed
by English royalty as the only instrument
declared as a “weapon of war”).
Go more forward, only a few hundred year’s
ago and the likes of Beethoven, and his
buddies of the era, who taught us what
organized music was all about and put to
paper the language of music, it’s notes, beats
and explanations.
Now step into the late 19th century and the
arrival of the Player Piano, Graphophone and
Gramophone, the first mass-produced
recording and playback technologies, not to
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These are the famous men of
music that influenced almost
everyone. Top left: Johann
Sebastian Bach (German
composer and keyboard player;
1685-1750), Top center:
Johannes Brahms (German
composer; 1833-97), Center:
Richard Wagner (German
opera composer; 1813-83),
Bottom right: Pyotr Ilich
Tchaikovsky (Russian
composer; 1840-93), Bottom
left: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(Austrian composer; 1756-91).
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mention the arrival of the 20th century and
Marconi’s radio, studio tape recording, the
improvement of the record into vinyl, cassette
tape, and compact disc.

loud music, wearing face paint, long hair and
animal skins while growling and shouting at
every opportunity!

At the dawn of the 20th century Classical
music was still hip and popular, but Jazz took
over by the 1920’s, followed by Blues, and
then in came Rock ‘n’ Roll in the 1950’s. But
it’s the late 1960’s where our story starts,
when Blues and Rock merged and created a
musical form never possibly conceived of by
our ancestors thousands of year’s ago: Heavy
Metal. And once again humans were playing

A Marconi radio (left) and a Victorola gramophone (right). The radio is AM
frequency only and operated by two vacuum tubes, the gramophone is wound up by
a handle on the side and plays 78RPM records. They still work and were two of the
prime sources of music entertainment before the evolution of “high fidelity”.
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The 1970’s
Bat Out Of Hell
“The Blues had a baby and they named it Rock ‘n’ Roll”.
- Muddy Waters.

During the 1970’s a new form of music would
finally arrive in full, a style that would later be
called Heavy Metal. Heavy Metal was (and
still is) escapism, pure and simple, and this
may explain its secret of its long life while
being condemned or ignored by the media
elite. Escapism is what people want in
entertainment and Metal learned at a very
young age that to stand up to the world it
would have to deliver - that it did, and in doing
so it secured a niche in popular culture at the
expense of its critics.
The 1970's were a time of change, especially
for Rock music. With the collapse of the
1960's Rock was lost. Experimentation was
the order of the day. Musicians were now
writing their own songs as opposed to singing
those dictated to them from the boardrooms
of record companies. The audience wanted
change and big money was to be had as
more interest was taken into music. FM radio
claimed the air frequencies as a viable and
stereo alternative. Fads and fashions also
came and went, leaving many to regret this
decade of history.
During the 1970's Richard Nixon resigned
over Watergate and The U.S. Vietnam War
ended. In 1972 Canada and the Soviet Union
would engage in what started out as a friendly
international exhibition hockey game but
ended off being a no-holds-barred cold war
competition between the ideals of East and
West. The West (Canada) won after 8 games
by a single goal scored in the last 30 seconds
of the third period, a classic “bases loaded,
bottom of the 9th, 2 out” scenario; Hollywood
couldn’t have scripted it better.

1972 also saw the last of the Apollo missions
to the moon and, to the date, humans have
never returned. “Let me raise my visor… Oh
look it’s still Orange!” was one of the last
memorable statements transmitted from the
lunar surface upon the discovery of orange
volcanic rock.
Fashion raged in the 1970’s; in 1971 it
became legal for men to wear their hair long
in the U.S.S.R., but later and elsewhere 3D
glasses, platform boots, Punk, Disco and
leisure suits of polyester were all in the news,
and so was this new form of "hard rock music"
which would later be dubbed "Heavy Metal".
Technologically, the microchip revolution was
launched when Intel announced invention of
their Central Processing Unit in January 1971,
a micro-chip made of silicon (processed
beach sand) and gold that could act as the
brain to a computer and made possible the
entire micro-electronics revolution that pushed
forward in earnest almost instantly. By 1975
members of the Homebrew Computer Club
would open most of the computer companies
in existence today with the launch of several
brands of home computers and video games
from their study of the Altair 8800, the very
first “home computer”. Atari was one such
company whose founder’s invention of the
first video game, Pong, opened up the entire
industry of electronic gaming for home
computers and video arcades. TRS,
Commodore Business Machines, Apple
Computer
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The Electric Guitar Hero
Almost from its inception Rock music has utilized the services of the guitar, more precisely - the electric
guitar. The electric guitar, as we know it today, was invented only a short time before Rock arose and
has remained the centerpiece to most Rock music since.
From an early age, boys from every walk of life have either wanted or actually did pick up a guitar and
play. The guitar is often seen as a symbol of freedom and happiness, it is the guitar player that gets the
“chicks”, the guitar player is idolized, and the instrument he plays can make sounds never before heard music that shakes the earth. Just about every Rock band uses a guitar, at least one, and many Metal
bands use several, often held like it is some kind of phallic device or a gun for war.
It was Jimi Hendrix who first proved the true value of the electric guitar by doing all of these things, and
since then scores of guitar virtuosos have come and gone. Before Hendrix the electric guitar was just
another instrument, with only a few exceptions, but after he left, the world of Rock would never be the
same - never again would the guitar be simply seen as just another musical instrument.
Yngwe Malmsteen, Van Halen, Jimi Hendrix and Ritchie Blackmore are just four examples of artists
classified as wizards of the guitar.

Corporation, CPM, you name it they started it!
Strangely IBM and Microsoft were not
amongst their numbers. No longer would
computers fill an entire room or need teams of
people to operate them.
Following on the heels of the computer
revolution was digital audio recording
methods that made sound more clear,
dynamic and cheaper to produce;
unfortunately most production in the 1970’s
failed to take advantage of the achievement
due to the poor quality of recording medium
used because of the recycling of plastics, an
idea that came about because of the high cost
of petroleum based products due to an oil
shortage in the middle of the decade. The
mid-east oil embargo caused the birth of
compact cars, fuel-efficient appliances, and
the discovery of alternate fuel sources.
That same time, Canadian National Railways
would build the world’s tallest freestanding
structure in Toronto Canada and dub it simply
“The CN-Tower”. FM Tuners and touch-tone
telephones became commonplace, while
“Quadraphonic Sound” came and went. Also

making a hasty exodus was Asbestos, a fire
resistant insulation material installed into
buildings for decades was discovered to
cause cancer and by the early 1980’s it would
be universally banned in construction, and
although Thalidomide, a medication taken by
expectant mothers to control morning
sickness that was discovered to cause birth
defects, was recalled back in the 1960’s it’s
effects were still in the news in this decade.
Here to stay, however, was the VCR, and the
yet to be realized Compact Disc, a joint
invention between Philips and Sony
corporations in 1978 intended to store video
that would later revolutionize the music
industry.
TV was in it’s golden age in the 1970’s with
shows like M*A*S*H* (the most popular TV
show in history), the story of the bigoted old
man Archie Bunker in All In The Family, Taxi,
The Jeffersons, WKRP In Cincinnati, King of
Kensington, Sanford & Son, Happy Days and
Barney Miller, among others; the sitcom was
king. Saturday Night Live was the hit late
night comedy show in 1975, spawning
numerous comedic actors the show became
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an icon of North American culture from its
second episode featuring the first ever
reunion of Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel
since their split; the show debuted on October
11, 1975. In the movies the vigilante cop Dirty
Harry graced the screens asking the crooks
if they “feel lucky… punk”, while the 12-odd
minute car chase scene in Bullet wrote the
bible on the subject by having all of its
camera angles, sounds and crashes
reproduced in every such scene for the
next 30 years; and for those less interested
in cops and robbers, Disco, John Travolta
and the Bee Gees were a hit due in no
small part to Saturday Night Fever; lest we
forget another hit – Rocky Horror Picture
Show and the movie the revolutionized
special effects: Star Wars. 1977 would also
see the first “Classic Rock” radio station
emerge to compete along side the
multitudes of new FM frequencies popping
out of the air, giving fresh airplay to Heavy
Rock acts of the recent past.
From 1971 to 1975 a renaissance of sorts
was afoot when music fans started
demanding the retro styles of the classic Rock
‘N’ Roll artists and not just “Rock”, as the
genre was now commonly known. This move

Mid day looking west into the suburbs of Toronto from
the lower observation deck on the CD-Tower. The midafternoon sun sits low in these parts. This high, one can
see to the curvature of the Earth 100 miles away, the
city and neighboring towns sprawl into the distance; the
same streets that heard the first roars of Heavy Metal.

would give new hits to old artists like Fats
Domino’s Blueberry Hill, Bob Seager would
later reminisce about the movement in his hit
single Old Time Rock ‘n’ Roll.
By the early 1970’s Heavy Rock bands
were popping up like mushrooms after a
rain. The decade barely got started when
Grand Funk Railroad, Uriah Heep,
Atomic Rooster, Lynyrd
Skynyrd and Blue Cheer hung
← (Center):
The CNout their shingle by the time Deep
Purple had us witness their Black Tower, the
world’s tallest
Night. The decade started with
freestanding
Jimi Hendrix and ended with
man made
Kiss.
structure –
Toronto
Canada.
The decade barely got started
when Jimi Hendrix died
(speculation is it was caused by a drug
overdose), snuffing out a promising career.
As short as his career was, he lived long
enough to make his mark for his guitar
playing became legendary.

Long before he was The Piano Man or singing
about how he was in A New York State 0f
Mind and telling us that We Didn’t Start The
Fire, Pop crooner Billy Joel started a Heavy
Metal duo called Attila and recorded one
album in 1970 on the ‘Epic Records’ label.
Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath, Alice
Cooper, and Pink Floyd would now enter
their golden era with hit albums all. Eric
Clapton, Yes, The Who and Van Morrison
would now appear as influences on the Heavy
Metal genre. Also making themselves an
influence was Mountain. Freshly over their
Woodstock performance they would release
their self-titled debut Mountain Climbing! the
album making 17 on the Billboard charts
featuring a definite Cream influence; their
follow-ups Nantucket Sleighride (1971) and
Flowers Of Evil (1971) were no less of hits
and made Billboard 16 & 35 (U.S.)
respectively.
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Suits, Ties And Wallets
The Business Of Change
"They rip you off, they rip me off, they rip the bands
off, they even rip each other off. We all damn well know
they do it the problem is proving it."
“It's a shame that there is so much waste
in the system when so many companies get caught with
their pants down doing something nasty and use the excuse
"I'm just a businessman with a tight profit margin". Give me
a break! Cutting corners and trying to cheat the system is
ridiculous because in the long run you don't win."
By the 1970’s the record companies had ceased being mere “record companies” and were now
collectively known as “the music industry”.
It was John Mellencamp who once stated a very important and truthful phrase in one of his songs; that
being, "This is serious business - Sex and violence and Rock-n-Roll." This rings very true in the music
industry and especially so in Heavy Metal since it is all of these things and more.
Behind every good (and bad) musician there is a team of support workers. The music fan doesn’t see
the list of stage hands, lighting crews, agents, record executives, reporters, DJ’s, graphic artists,
lawyers, clerks, accountants, etc. that make his recordings and appearances possible - a life in
entertainment would be much more difficult without this infrastructure. This monolith of people
generating billions of dollars is collectively known as The Music Business.
Like any business this business is geared to making money, it is as simple as that. Although artists
would want you to believe that it shouldn’t be that way, the fact is it is that way. In a capitalist free
enterprise system even the arts must bow to the all mighty buck and if a record company is to spend
large sums of money on getting a release to market then they want to make sure that they are going to
get a return for that investment. The recording of music, even Heavy Metal, is taken vary seriously even
if the record company owners and producers are fans of the genre. They don’t laugh too often when
their livelihood depends on the sales of their artists.
Pundits of the entertainment industry cite that sex and violence are the motivators of the corporations
and artists. This conclusion is near sighted for it is money that drives this industry, like any other.
Human nature dictates that sex and violence will sell. And it does. Humans are sexual and violent
beings and this is why so many TV, movie and sometimes music productions involve these two basic
human pass times. But it has been possible to do without them. The music industry, for better or for
worst, will gravitate to where the money is and if people buy the “sex, drugs and Rock-n-Roll” legend
then record executives will sell it.
In 1901 an opera performed by Peglassio was the first recording to ever sell more than 1 million copies
worldwide. It was because of this potential that an entire industry started. Emile Berliner, inventor of the
Gramophone and “flat disk recording system”, would be the founding father to almost half of the major
record labels that exist today. His invention and corporate infrastructure would put Thomas Edison to
shame in the recorded technologies and he, unwittingly, would begin the modern music industry.
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Suits, Ties And Wallets
(Continued)
Long after Emile left this earth his companies and inventions would persist and advance. The
Gramophone 78 would become double sided then give way to the microgroove 45 and LP after the
Second World War, then the tape and the micro-tape (or Cassette), a fleeting fancy with 8-Tracks and
then came Compact Disc. The quality of the recordings would get better along with their complexity and
length with each new generation.
When Marconi’s Radio invention became commercial in the 1920’s it was at first considered a threat to
the music industry but ended off becoming a strong supporter. Radio itself would go through an evolution
over the years to become an industry of its own. Then after radio came the television and with it
eventually came the music video too.
The music industry was traditionally a very conservative lot. They didn’t like to take risks with new artists,
new markets or new ideas. They stuck to what worked, but this traditional point of view is now changing
as new generations of people begin to challenge the system. Usually this change is done honestly and
fairly and is a part of natural selection and evolution but there has been times when it was forced upon
them. Over the past 100 years this is how the industry grew. It was dominated by a few big boys and
operated unchecked but by the end of the century that would all start to change.
After years of forcing the consumer to accept new recording formats when they weren’t ready (the CD
was a good example, an innovation that has never obtained 100% consumer saturation like records and
cassettes did - not to mention the 8-Track that came and went, and only in North America), unfair
contracts with artists, non-payment of dually earned royalties, payola in the 1950’s & 1960’s, as well as
producing lesser and lesser quality music at higher and higher prices, it finally came to a head in 2000
when the Internet based Napster allowed people to trade digitally compressed music on their servers
without paying for it. Music piracy was not new to the industry, since the dawn of recording technology
people were helping themselves to music and in 1984, the worst year on the books, it was said for every
legitimate song sold there was a cassette duplicate floating around. But in truth most people made
copies for private use, few mass-produced illegal copies. Napster was the latest incarnation of this trend.
Although they were rightfully shut down, the problem didn’t end and the emerging technologies of CD
burning and Internet transmissions were encroaching more and more on the dominance of the traditional
music distribution construct. Governments would step in to impose draconian taxes on recording media
sold to consumers or to outright outlaw the practices and some technologies to no effect. The bottom line
was clear by the turn of the century: The music industry would now have to change its ways.
In the late 1990’s the US government had launched an investigation that did not receive much press
coverage. That investigation revealed that most of the major record companies had conspired to keep
the price of CD’s higher by collusion and justified it by saying that the cost of making a CD was the same
as it was in 1980. Only one company faced charges, the rest could not be conclusively proven.
After all this, the major labels are now loosing the battle. New technologies like the Internet, CD-ROMs
private pressing plants and cheap home duplication equipment allowed computer companies and small
independent record labels to enter what was once an exclusive domain of a few large organizations.
Even the artists themselves were now marketing their own records, giving themselves the power to
equalize the business arrangement that has traditionally handed them the short end of the stick.
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still able to cash in on the Glam movement.
The Birth Of Glam:
Back in the late ‘60’s his earlier psychedelic
“The Fans are fed up with paying to sit on
act John’s Children didn’t go very far, but as
their hands while watching musicians who
an ex-model Bolan and his crew out dressed
clearly couldn’t care less about their
the competition every time. But his true Glam
customers. What’s wanted is more of a party
roots were in his pioneering mythical albums
atmosphere.” Noddy Holder spoke these
of My People Were Fair and Had Sky In
words in 1971 when asked to describe the
arrival of Glam due to, as he claimed, the
Their Hair... But Now They’re Content To
Wear Stars On Their Brows along with,
over-indulgence and pompous attitude of the
Profits and Beard Of Stars by mixing the
Progressive Rock that was sweeping the
folkie lyrics with mythical story lines, magic
record stores at the time whereby men with
and other mumbo jumbo those Hippies liked.
long hair and beards play their instruments,
Such recordings were done when he was half
heads downcast to the audience for long
of the Tyrannosaurus Rex duo, but in 1971
periods of time. The emphasis was now on
he shortened the band name to just T. Rex,
superficiality and an unabashed embracing of
went electric and launched a set of odd titles
fame and wealth, a statement of sorts against
of which the meanings were not clear like
such acts as Pink Floyd, King Crimson, Yes
and Genesis, whose music was
Bang A Gong (Get It On), Solid
often referred to by critics as “Art
Gold Easy, Metal Guru, Ride A
White Swan, etc. In the U.K. he
Rock”. Although the Glam format
The most remembered
names in Heavy Metal &
was a huge hit over 1971 and
allowed greater experimentation
Hard
Rock
(in
1972 with 10 top 10 hits in the
and more “feeling” in the music
alphabetical order):
charts with 3 number 1 albums
while shifting a lot of records,
and three more in the top 20. 3
Holder mused about the
AC/DC
of the singles held their position
immediate gratification that was
Aerosmith
Alice
Cooper
for 11 weeks. But it all came to
had with the 4-minute Pop song.
Black Sabbath
an end as quick as it had started.
And so it came to pass, Glam
Def Leppard
Bolan got fat, left his wife, fired
was born and Slade, a group of
Iron Maiden
various band members, baited
ex-Skinheads (a term whose
Judas Priest
the press then disappeared into
meaning has taken on a more
Kiss
Keel
tax exile and never recorded
sinister tone as of late), were
Led Zeppelin
while his fan base grew up and
one of the first from the gate with
Metallica
lost interest in him. By the end of
a string of hit albums, each one
Motley Crue
the decade he was cited as
deliberately misspelled and
Ozzy Osbourne
being a prophet by the British
equally deliberately designed to
Van Halen
ZZ-Top
Punk scene, but it didn’t matter
stomp your feet to.
for he was killed in a car crash in
1977. Glam continued to rage in
Sweet, Mud, Wizzard and Alvin
the early 1970’s with David Bowie as Ziggy
Stardust also took up the cause dressed up
Stardust and Gary Glitter, but it would be T.
like peacocks and Christmas trees and
Rex and Slade who ultimately influenced the
trundled out on stage with 4-minute upbeat
young Heavy Metal movement as much as
songs.
they did Pop, but their influences would not be
fully realized until the 1980’s.
Dressed in a sequin top hat and dress coat,
Marc Bolan was the undisputed king of the
But outside of Glam, acts like Uriah Heep
genre, however. Unlike Slade and the other’s
were heaping on plenty of classic Metal
who rarely challenged the listener’s intellect,
sounds in the form of their 16-minute title
following the notion that intellect had no place
track complete with orchestra on their
in a fun time, Bolan took the opposite while
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late 1990’s) released their debut Dead
Forever in 1972 to little international notice.
Never issued in North America, they turned
out to be an anomaly at the time for Aussie
acts as they gained popularity in Europe
(especially France) as well as at home as the
years (and albums) advanced along. This
album and subsequent follow-ups sold
enough to keep the label
interested but not enough to
Also in their prime in 1971 but
gain wide appeal, most likely
decidedly less Glam was
because of the controversial
Jethro Tull, a name taken
th
cover art and lyrics of their
from an 18 century English
first three albums causing
agriculturalist/inventor (NOT
them to be dubbed as sexist.
any member of the act as
They recorded a total of 5
many believed), whose first
albums, but as an evil twist of
single Sunshine Day in 1968
fate, Dead Forever went gold
was misprinted as being by
With no keyboard, only 256 bytes
shortly after they split in 1977.
Jethro Toe. It has
RAM, no monitor and controlled
Ronnie James Dio was also
subsequently become a valued
only by front panel switches, the
busy in 1972 releasing his
collector’s item getting more
MITS-Altair 8800 was the first
“home” computer in 1975.
debut Elf, from his own band
than 100 U.K. Pounds at sale.
of the same name. Dio would
Their latest, however,
later be known for his solo
Aqualung, was a concept
work, work with Rainbow, Black Sabbath
album that saw Scots-born band founder Ian
and his Deep Purple efforts. Following up on
Anderson spout off about organized religion.
the Slade model, Third World War would
It was the last of their hay days and the best
fight their last battle with Third World War II,
showing yet, ranking in at 7 U.S./4 U.K. The
while a strong Bob Dylan influence was
critics, however, by now were also spouting
expressed by English act Mott The Hoople
off and generally venting their spleens on
who was barely recovering from a series of
what they thought of his work on the
flop albums, resulting in their faith (or hope)
subsequent follow-ups until the end of the
keeping them together to release what would
decade; even if those follow-ups managed to
become their most famous album, All The
chart reasonably well. That dark-ages later
Young Dudes making 29 U.K. (89 U.S.). The
ended when their hugely successful live
band would only go on another couple of
performance from Madison Square Garden in
years (continuing as just Mott thereafter, an
New York City was beamed around the world
effort that also failed) but would have a strong
by satellite in 1978. Since then their style
impact on the NWOBHM movement of the
changed slightly with experimentation on early
1980’s. Also having a strong influence, but
cod-Electronica on their 1984 Under Wraps
more overall, Status Quo scored a U.K. #8
album, by the 1990’s they even experimented
with the Paper Plane single, a number 5 with
with the acoustic/back to basics movement in
Piledriver (1972), and a 1 for Hello! (1973)
an attempt to keep with the times on A Little
shortly after. This was clearly the good times
Light Music in 1992; their prime time long
for Status Quo, and proved to be their most
since passed, they would still convince the die
noted chartings even though they were
hard Prog. Rock fans to part with their money.
proven to be capable during their whole
career. By the end of the early 1990’s they
Australian act Buffalo (not to be confused
had secretly managed to sell over 100 million
with the British band of the same name in the
Salisbury album. Uriah Heep would get their
first chart success with Look At Yourself
later that same year gaining a 39 U.K./93 U.S.
Uriah Heep has faced the scorn of critics but
has proven to be survivors with 5 albums
placed above 40 in the U.S. charts, despite 2
deaths and 30 personnel changes over their
career.
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albums with 45 British hit singles, more than
any other band.

career; their 1973’s Razamanaz making 9 on
the U.K. charts.

By 1973 Alice Cooper (real name: Vincent
Furnier; son of a preacher) was in his prime
with the release of Billion Dollar Babies. The
follow-ups Muscle Of Love (1973) and
Welcome To My Nightmare (1975) also
made U.S. top 10, with Billion Dollar Babies
faring best at #1 in both the U.S. and U.K.
Since 1968 he had been pumping out hit
album after hit album like Pretties For You
(1969) and Easy Action (1970), but charting
success was achieved on 'Warner' with
Eighteen in 1971, Love It To Death (1971),
and Killer (1971), culminating in the all-time
student anthem School's Out on the album of
the same title in 1972 making U.S. 2/U.K. 4.
Musically he was quite capable but his
reputation helped his albums succeed just as
much. His live performances had taken on a
life of their own using electric chairs,
guillotines and live snakes as stage props; he
was so good at his art that a reputation
followed him. One of these legends that
established his reputation is a rumor that he
ripped off a chicken's head and drank its
blood. This rumor, as it turns out, is incorrect.
The true story is, while at the Toronto Peace
festival in 1969, an audience member threw a
chicken onto the stage. Alice tossed it back
and the audience tore the poor thing to
shreds. He was now typecast, however, with
no option but to play the part. Alice Cooper
would have a long and successful career but
his future would never as successful as these
days.

Boston was the location of what would
become a Heavy Metal sensation as the
decade wore on. Aerosmith with their
influences sporting Led Zeppelin and Cream,
along with singer Steven Tyler’s resemblance
to Mick Jagger along with the on-again offagain relationship between Tyler and fellow
member Joe Perry being dubbed the Toxic
Twins by resembling that of Rolling Stones
members Jagger and Richards (who were
called the Glitter Twins) would make Heavy
Rock popular to those who traditionally didn’t
like Heavy Rock by the time the 1980’s came
along. By their second album release, 1974’s
Get Your Wings, they were charting, at least
in the U.S., with a 74. Aerosmith was such a
consistent player in the genre that by 1976
they were consistently in the U.S. top 10 with
the Rocks album topping it out at #3. The rest
of their career was no less impressive, even
including collaboration with rappers Run-DMC
in 1985, until April of 1993 with the release of
Get A Grip, an album that managed a 1 in the
U.S. (2 U.K.).

But Alice Cooper wasn’t the only performer
of the year; smaller acts like Bedlam tried
their hand at the Metal world with their debut
Bedlam. Previously, they were under the
moniker of Beast. The band featured Cozy
Powell, a name that would be thrown around
the music biz. as the years went on.
Nazareth, too, were coming on strong in the
Hard Rock world with their sophomore effort
becoming the best charting album of their

The Concept Album:
Dark Side of The Moon by Pink Floyd in
1973 (originally to be titled Dark Side Of The
Moon - A Place For Assorted Lunatics)
would not only show that band at their
creative peak but also set the standard for the
so-called “concept album”, an album where all
the tracks are interlinked and tell a story. The
album was deep, dark and foreboding while
discussing matters of stress, insanity and the
troubles of everyday life. It was recorded at
the now abandoned Abbey Road (ex-Beatles)
state-of-the-art 24-track studio over 8 months.
It failed to be as stimulating or complex as the
Beatles’ Sgt. Pepper or even Electric
Ladyland, also recorded here, but it became
a cult classic, so much so that when it was
released on CD many years later, the German
factory that was pressing them pressed them,
and nothing else, for several months! The
album put Pink Floyd on the map by selling a
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total of 25 million units to date. Although the
band could never figure out why it was so
popular, the album managed to be the
greatest concept album of all time and closed
the era of such albums. The technique would
be used by artists on into the future but
sparingly and never to the same success.
Lynyrd Skynyrd, a corrupted name they
invented based on that of their phys-ed
teacher Leonard Skinner as a payback for him
giving guys with long hair a hard time during
their school days, was now entering their
prime creative days with their biggest U.S. hit
single Sweet Home Alabama from the album
Second Helping (1974); an album that made
it to a U.S. 12 position. The song was inspired
by Neil Young’s criticism of the southern U.S.
in his songs Southern Man and Alabama.
Self-named act Montrose opened up shop
with what would become two legends in the
Heavy Metal world at the helm, guitarist
Ronnie Montrose himself, along with his
band featuring most notably vocalist Sammy
Hagar. Combining Hagar’s vocals with
Montrose’s guitar work their debut self-titled
album became a standard by which all future
Heavy Metal acts had to judge themselves.
The album itself was no less a hit in the world
at large with the spin off singles Bad Motor
Scooter, Space Station No. 5 and Rock The
Nation counted within its grooves. Also
creating a legend was U.F.O. with their
Phenominon album proving them to be a
capable Heavy Metal act with the all-time
classics Doctor, Doctor and Rock Bottom. The
album featured what would become much
bigger names in the genre, singer Michael
Schenker, who would later start is own act,
and bassist Pete Way. It would be their 1975
follow-up Force It, however, that got them
their first charter at 71 in the U.S.
Motorhead’s debut On Parole (1975) was
shelved by their record company ‘United
Artists’, it would later re-emerge in 1979, at
the height of their career. It would be
‘Cheswick’ that released their self-titled first
album release shortly later. Motorhead

started shortly after former Jimi Hendrix
roadie Lemmy (as in 'Lemme a Fiver')
Kilminster (Real Name: Ian Kilminster;
vocals/bass) got the sack from Hawkwind,
supposedly for his brief arrest in Canada over
drug charges, he started his own band which
he described as "The kind of band that if we
moved next to you, your lawn would die".
Originally to be named Bastard (not to be
confused with the 1977 German act of the
same name), Motorhead, a name taken from
the American slang meaning “Speed Freak”
and taken from the last song he wrote with
Hawkwind, debuted at The Roundhouse in
London in July of 1975. By the time their
debut was ready the band featured members
that if compiled today would be considered an
all-star event including names like “Fast”
Eddie Clarke and 'Philthy' Phill Taylor. It
would be their 1976 album Ace Of Spades
that first put them on the map with Punks &
Bikers alike featuring Lemmy’s grating voice,
proving that a harmonic voice was not
necessarily a trait needed to be a success in
Heavy Metal. Lemmy and company would go
on to help in pioneering the sub-genre to
Metal called Thrash during the 1980’s.
While Motorhead were having a false start,
Lemmy’s former employer, Hawkwind, were
having a false-end. After dumping Lemmy,
they would soon after dump their founder Nik
Turner after the release of the mediocre
Astounding Sounds, Amazing Music
Emporium release in 1975 getting 33 in the
U.K., a far cry from the top 20 and 10
chartings of a few year’s previous; over the
course of the next decade they proceeded
relatively unnoticed, except for a brief period
over 1978 where they assumed the name
Hawklords due to a legal battle over their
name, until their 1990 release Space Bandits
that saw them consumed by the advancing
Rave/Dance movement. Slade, now fully sold
on the Glam movement, were visiting their
prime with Merry Xmas Everybody single
making U.K. 1 following up on their string of
hits. Slade Alive! (1972), a 2 U.K. charter,
started the string off by being a landmark
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album of sorts. Rolling Stone Magazine called
it the greatest live album of all time; Kiss
would try to mimic its format later in the
decade. Slayed? (1972), Sladest (1973),
Old, New Borrowed And Blue (1974;
released in the U.S. as Stomp Your Hands,
Clap Your Feet) making 1 U.K./69 U.S., 1
U.K. & 1 U.K. respectively. It was clear they
had come a long way from their Pop roots as
the Vendors. Also advancing his career
Tommy Bolin would take over from Ritchie
Blackmore in Deep Purple.
In 1975 Queen were a basic Heavy Rock act
and their albums were pushing modest sales
but nothing extraordinary. Nothing
extraordinary that is until Bohemian Rhapsody
on the Night At The Opera album. Bohemian
Rhapsody was the most expensive recording
session in music history; it also showcased
the band’s diverse musical range. It was
called a Rock Opera, appropriately enough
since it even featured (gasp) real opera. It
condensed enough music into one 7 minute
track that could have filled an entire album
without sounding compressed or lacking in
content or quality. The track was split into 4
movements using multi-layered
instrumentation and every mixing desk trick
known. But all of this innovation was still not
enough during a decade where such things
were commonplace, ‘EMI’, the publisher, was
reluctant to release the seven minute opus
until British DJ Kenny Everett played it
regularly and the demand for it changed the
company’s mind. The single was further
boosted by the promotional video that
debuted on the British TV show Top Of The
Pops. The promotional spot was later seen on
British TV a select number of times and would
become the first modern “music video”, a
concept that would re-emerge in the early
1980's with the likes of Much Music and MTV.
More importantly for the immediate times, the
video served to further boost the sales of the
single into 7 figures and let it stay at #1 for
nine weeks, a feat not done by any release
since 1957! The accompanying album,
appropriately titled A Night At The Opera, for

its part, went to number 1 and stayed in the
charts for a year. Unfortunately the album
never received the praise the single did.
Bohemian Rhapsody would become a hit
again 20 years later when it was featured in
the film Wayne’s World and subsequently rereleased. A Day At The Races (1976) gave
them another number 1 and another hit
single, Somebody To Love, as well as
featuring some of their classic work in Good
Old Fashioned Lover Boy. The We Will Rock
You/We Are The Champions double header
tracks, spun off as a single, gave them a
number 2 the following year; its beat driven riff
Heavy Metal and anthemic Rock style moving
them beyond operatic artsy feelings to a basic
stadium Rock sound. Since their beginning,
Queen experimented with more music and
styles than any other band in history. Years
later, their 1974 hit Stone Cold Crazy would
also become an influence to be redone by
Metal bands, most noted would be Metallica

→ Trivia factoid: THE STORY OF ‘LOUIE,
LOUIE’: When Portland Oregon, USA based
band The Kingsmen released the ‘Louie, Louie’
single in 1963 they had no idea that the low
budget production that forced the band to record
crowded around a single overhead microphone
would cause such a fuss. Singer Lynn Easton
was forced to sing with his head back, almost
straight up, only adding to his handicap of
having heavy braces on his teeth for dental
reasons. The net result was lyrics that were
unintelligible. The Governor of Indiana banned
the song believing it to be obscene, while the FBI
got its best code crackers to review the song with
language experts and audio filter machines. After
several years the experts concluded the lyrics
could not be translated. Well, Heavy Metal is
another matter – in 1978 Motorhead successfully
translated the lyrics and re-released the song,
complete with lyric sheet, as their first ever single
for the ‘Bronze’ label; it’s a harmless story of a
sailor missing his sweetheart done in a mock
Jamaican accent.
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boots, armor and face paint; the sexually
charged fantasies of Kiss gave them the
popularity to survive for decades. Now billed
Thin Lizzy’s Whiskey In The Jar launched
as "The Greatest Rock 'n' Roll Show On
them into the charts at #6 in the U.K. and
Earth", with a group of successful albums
paved the way for their follow-up album,
behind them, they would land chart success
Night Life, as well as their best to date
with Destroyer in 1976 giving them a U.S. 11
Jailbreak in 1976, getting a U.K. 10 (U.S. 18)
(U.K. 22; their first for the Island) with the
and a successful career to boot. Rush, from
award winning Peter Criss penned and
Toronto Canada, would also experience their
crooned ballad composition Beth; the single of
maturity in the mid and late 1970’s. In 1976
this track would be their biggest hit in their
their hard rocking tracks and smooth ballads
history, due in no small part to Rosalie
would give them chart success, most noted of
Trobley the Music Director (former station
which was their answer to the concept album
librarian and secretary) at CKLW AM 800
idea titled 2112, an Orwellian Sci-Fi epic that
(“The Big 8”) radio station in Windsor, Ontario,
saw the entire first side consumed by a single
Canada whose influence over picking hits was
track broken into movements. The album
well known in the Detroit area and across the
moved into the 61 U.S. chart spot. Other
continent and helped make Kiss a huge hit in
albums like All The World’s A Stage (1977)
America, Alice Cooper and his Eighteen
and A Farewell To Kings (1978), despite
single would get the same boost from the
their Shakespearian titles, would eventually
station. By the next year (and two albums
earn them awards from the Canadian
later) Kiss had become a marketing bonanza!
government, and (despite all the acclaim
Kiss would quickly grow to play before sellheaped onto 2112) these albums fared better
out stadium crowds and, by the end of the
in the charts with a U.S. 40 and U.S. 33/22
decade, display several gold records on their
U.K. respectively. By the time 1980’s
walls. Their fan club swelled to
Permanent Waves was released
hundreds of thousands. The
Rush was experiencing 4 in the
marketing self-indulgent frenzy
U.S./3 U.K., their career clearly at its
didn’t stop here: dolls, lunch boxes,
high point.
make-up kits, board games and
even a Kiss pinball machine were
More Than A Feeling was the
sold! Marvel comics made two
ultimate '70's AOR track. It was
comic books based on them, and
Boston’s debut song from their selfthere
was even a made-for-TV sci-fi
titled debut album and was an
Conceived of in
film Kiss Meet The Phantom Of The
immediate success on Christmas of
1972, completed in
1978, and on the
Park. To this point, they were the
1976. With flawless harmony and a
market
by
1982
the
biggest merchandizing bonanza in
softened twin guitar attack it went to
Compact Disc
music history and truth be known
#3 in the U.S. and 11 in the U.K.,
revolutionized
only Kiss, along with very few
spending 2 years on the U.S. charts
digital audio
others, could have gotten away with
and sold 10 million copies along the
distribution to
become the
it. Just to top it all off, in October of
way; in-fact it would be the largest
dominant
format
by
1978, all four members of Kiss
debut in history. Although the rest of
the 1990’s.
would release solo albums with
the record contained well-written
sleeves depicting matching photos
material, none of the remaining
of the band. In doing so they released more
tracks were as impressive as the first.
units in a single day than any other band in
history. But all was not well in the Kiss camp.
But Heavy Metal in 1976 was taking a
Punk was looming
decidedly less Pop music bent with Detroit,
U.S.A. based Kiss. Donning leather, platform
in the 1990’s.
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Punk Again
When the Punk musicians learn how to play their instruments then the bands will become Heavy Metal.
- Herman Rarebell (Scorpions)
Punk would basically rise and fall with the success of the Sex Pistols, but to say the Sex Pistols were
all there was to Punk would do the genre a major mis-service. Punk is widely considered a good old
American invention that started at CBGB’s bar in New York City with the 1974 performances by the
Ramones, a band widely considered the grandfathers of Punk. Although the attitude was known
previously in bands like The MC5 and The Stooges, it would be the Ramones who first put it all together
in 1974, and by the next year the term “Punk” was in wide use throughout the city. Bands like the Dead
Kennedys, The Clash, The Damned, NY Dolls, Warsaw Pakt, The Vectors, Stranglers, Black Flag
and 7 Seconds would all follow in line shortly later. Truth be known the British, for their part, were
relative late comers to the Punk movement but they became best known for it due to their peacock glam
appearance of Mohawked hairdos defying gravity, spikes, bondage clothes, and the like, in stark contrast
to the American cut off jeans and lumberjack jacket clad bands. GBH would be one of the first such acts
to boast the British attitude and dress code, and when the Sex Pistols finally came all hell broke loose.
During the 1980’s Punk became considerably more Pop like and many of the wilder styles slipped back
into the underground. The Gillman Street Project in Berkely, California, a non-profit collective, would give
birth to the “West Coast” Punk style by the late 1980’s that would raise its head to dominate the style in
the mainstream in the 1990’s. Adopting the American Metal and east coast Punk styles of sound and
fashion, they would give rise to Green Day, Offspring and more British in style, Rancid. It would later
act as a springboard in influencing the Grunge movement of the 1990’s.
The rise and fall of Punk proved to be a watershed moment for Rock music. Many historians now classify
Rock as Pre-Punk and Post-Punk as almost every form of Rock music that evolved after Punk was
influenced by it. Pop, Metal, you name it, incorporated Punk into its mix not to mention the entire Grunge
and Gothic Rock movements. It is widely accepted that if it wasn’t for Punk, Rock may have ceased to
exist.

over them and Peter Criss decided to leave
after the top 10 1979 Dynasty album (an
album that was supported mostly by the
success of I Was Made For Lovin’ You) to be
replaced with Anton Fig for the Unmasked
(1980) album, with Eric Carr permanently
taking over the next year for their ill fated
concept album The Elder (1981). During the
1980’s Kiss would take a sharp turn and
remove the face paint, their fans slowly
disbursed until the late
1990’s when they returned to their old ways
with huge concerts, face paint and massive
merchandizing, even if the albums now
remained anti-climatic offering little new to
their repertoire. But the return of the original
line-up was back in 1998 and managed to get
featured in another rather shallow film Detroit

Rock City, along with new world tours and
albums.
Punk Rock:
Punk Rock blindsided the music industry and
came as a complete surprise to all. It arrived
at a time when Rock music hits were
becoming few and far between.
The Ramones would emerge in 1974 as the
Punk avant-garde. Others of similar, to be
collectively known as “Punk”, would follow
them. They were some of many such acts that
grew in the underground at the time. Punk
Rock was a high speed, youth oriented,
politically motivated movement that rebelled
against the artsy styles that had infiltrated
Rock music of the 1970’s. As far as artistic
qualities go it was an abomination to music,
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an anomaly that should not have been. It’s
basic street-rebellion attitude and three-chord
sound was a take-it-or-leave-it affair. Its
answer was you didn’t have to like the music
to like the attitude. The attitude caught on
both sides of the Atlantic. London was its
home in England and San Francisco and
CBGB’s bar in New York City were its U.S.
residences.
Punk was a youth based music culture with its
own hair styles (cut very short or Mohawked
and died any number of colours) and clothing
(torn clothing held together with safety pins, or
bondage styles taken from any number of
S&M fetish papers) was the most noted.
Spikes and chains were the usual
accessories. The fashion edict of the day
even re-introduced the tribal habits of
tattooing and piercing, long considered strictly
the realm of prisoners and sailors. The bad
attitude of Punk hit its peak in 1977 with
London based Sex Pistols.
Although the Sex Pistols were not all there
was to Punk, they most certainly were its
“poster group” and used as an example of
what it was all about. Originally called The
Swankers, the Sex Pistols would become
famous for their antics more than their music;
They cursed on TV interviews, joked around
with the British icon Queen Elizabeth II with
their God Save The Queen single and then
went on to include more of the British political
structure with Anarchy In The U.K., not to
mention an impromptu performance on the a
Thames River ending in a police chase to
shore. Even their Never Mind The
Bollocks…, one of their few albums, created
stir. Their music career only lasted a few short
years.
Punk did not only influence the music but also
the industry. Punk was a wonder of
entrepreneurship. In order to publish their
works many independent/private record labels
known as "Indie Labels" were established
who were dedicated to the distribution of
Punk-Rock. Later, such labels would give the

big record companies a fresh influx of talent
with which to publish Metal. Indie labels were
not new, one of the most famous was Sun
Records who signed Elvis in early 1950’s, but
now they were of an ever more growing
influence and number to specific types of
music.
In terms of musical rebellion, Punk and Metal
were very similar: loud guitars, attitude, well
dressed and the utter disdain of society at
large. But they had different opinions on the
results of that rebellion. Punk's view of things
was a gleeful acceptance of boredom and no
future, but Metal was more optimistic. Metal
reminded its fans that good times and bad the
bands and fans were in it together. Metal was
like a trade union in this respect by providing
solidarity in the face of youth alienation,
boredom and societal pressures.
Punk, even to this day, despite what its critics
claim, was a very open minded form of music,
more-so then even Heavy Metal, for long
before Metal would accept homosexuality,
female performers and political issues Punk
had already explored them.
Punk also revolutionized Rock music in
general. By the end of the 1970's Rock was
Dying. But it took Punk, often seen as a dead
fad, to put life back into it. Punk added the
energy of youth into an ailing music genre. In
fact Punk was so important that it almost
single handedly saved all forms of Rock and
survives underground to this date. Perhaps
Rock music should not be classified on its
sound (i.e.: Pop, Metal, Alternative, Rap, etc..)
instead it should be classified by its date:
Post-Punk or Pre-Punk because Punk
revolutionized all forms of Rock as well as the
industry in general. It was “ground 0” for the
Rock explosion that would soon consume the
1980's.
The high point for Punk was between 1976
and 1978. Punk then went underground and
would re-emerge to influence all the genres of
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The Empire Strikes Back
AC/DC and Kiss, although producing raunchy music of high quality and high speed, were also the first
two bands to seriously engage in marketing more than just their music. Kiss donned extensive fictional
costumes and became the champions of the live show, while Angus Young (AC/DC) dressed in a
schoolboy uniform and pranced across the stage with guitar in hand. But costumes were not new, Alice
Cooper, not to mention the Punk bands of the time, were toying with the idea around the same time
too. During the course of the 1970’s Kiss would build a fan club numbering into the hundreds of
thousands of members, both bands would have numerous T-shirt designs depicting their logos and
Kiss, especially, would be launching their images onto lunchboxes, dolls, books, film and anything else
they could conceive of. These acts were the pioneers in making Heavy Metal into an international
business Empire.

Rock over the next several decades. The last
official original Punk album from the era is
widely considered London Calling by The
Clash published in early 1980, it would be the
album that helped launch the “New Wave
Pop” music movement.
Hard Rock:
While Punk was raging, Hard Rock, a term
used to lump all the unexplained heavier
Blues based acts now arriving, was on the
scene. King Crimson, Spooky Tooth, Mott
The Hoople, Glamsters Sweet, as well as
Status Quo were all making moves into the
charts.
“Heavy Metal” was a term now becoming
common. Although still not officially
recognized by the industry the term was used
in the underground to describe an even
harder brand of Rock performed by artists
with a fetish for guitars and leather. It was first
used in 1975 to describe the work of the upand-coming English band Judas Priest, the
first band to introduce two rhythm guitarists
into an act, who’s first albums were now
making fast gains on the charts with names
like Rock-a-Rolla and early in the new
decade, British Steel. Judas Priest was
showing what this new genre could offer.
While Judas Priest was waking up the dead
in England, so too were AC/DC who would
prove to be one of the most popular and most
enduring bands when they moved from

Australia to London, England and signed to
‘Atlantic’. Their basic raunchy Hard Rock beat
driven Blues washed music would sell millions
of albums. Although their chart ratings slipped
in later years due to their refusal to change
their style, the basic formula served them well
for over 20 more years. Their debut re-release
of their 1975 Australia only High Voltage
album, although not significantly charting,
would nonetheless set the mould for them and
their fan base.
The 1977 Surprise:
While Boston was enjoying their massive hit
track More Than A Feeling from their self
titled LP to spearhead the whole AOR
movement in Christmas of 1976, 1977 was
making up for lost time when “the King”, Elvis
Presley, died; but that same year had another
surprise waiting for it. 1977’s biggest surprise
hit, many would argue, was Meat Loaf,
Marvin Lee Aday, along with songwriting
partner Jim Steinman. Together, they
created a Rock Opera of epic proportion titled
Bat Out Of Hell. Totally ignored at first, it
would be the promotional world tour that saw
it climb the charts in country after country
finally settling at 14 in the U.S. and 9 in the

→ Trivia factoid: The name “Heavy Metal”
originated in the 1960’s “Beatnik” counter
culture movement.
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U.K. It was Hard Rock, it was Heavy Metal, it
was Pop, and it was everything else and
stayed there for over a year! Meat Loaf,
however, would suffer the price of
fame with alcohol and natural throat
problems, not to mention his parting
of the ways with Jim Steinman, that
stifled his career for the next decade,
leaving his 1981 epic Dead Ringer
with Cher on guest vocals as his only

But if you were barred from entry to the disco
floor of Club 54 by doormen who got above
themselves and excluded people for
nothing more than not shaving close
enough or other ridiculous proposals,
you could wander over to CBGB’s to
see the multitudes of Punk acts still
hitting the market. But despite Disco
and Punk, some Metal acts managed

to work it out and while Ted Nugent was
experiencing his hay days since leaving
the Amboy Dukes with his current 13
U.S. charting hit Double Live Gonzo
Like Boston, Foreigner would produce
featuring the hit tracks Cat Scratch
the quintessential AOR self-titled album
Fever, Baby Please Don’t Go and
getting 4 in the U.K. and reaping
The great-greatMotor City Madness that followed up
several hit tracks out of it, namingly
great grandfather of
nicely on his previous 1977 effort the
Feels Like The First Time and Cold
this Intel Central
17 U.S./28 U.K. charting Cat
As Ice. They would follow the album
Processor Unit
(CPU) was invented
Scratch Fever and claiming “If It’s
up with Double Vision (1978), Head
in
1971,
the
memory
Too Loud You’re Too old”, 1978 was
Games (1979) and 4 (1981), all of
chips seen at the top
also the year that Creed has lived
which bounced around in the top 5;
had their parentage
off of ever since, as have the coveras well as a stream of others well
around the same
bands who imitate them. Their oneinto the 1990’s.
time and gave birth
to the home
off self-titled debut was released this
computer
and
the
year on the strength of the southernWhere Boston and Foreigner were
microchip
styled guitar work found on the track
making moves on the Pop charts
revolution; a
Time And Time Again.
Alpha Centauri did not. Although
revolution expected
they didn’t move very far it wasn’t
to last another 200
years – a revolution
Iron Maiden’s first release was the
their own doing, their self-titled onethat has
welcome to 1979, a three track raw
off debut on the ‘Salt’ label featuring
increasingly
recording on 45 titled The
keyboard dominated dramatic
changed the music
Soundhouse Tapes, only 5,000
arrangements went unnoticed as a
industry.
were printed. Meanwhile, across the
diamond in the rough. Released as a
pond, Canada’s Trooper releases their
limited edition, it has become a highly sought
Greatest Hits album, Hot Shots. It sells
after collector’s item.
450,000 copies that year alone making them
the first Canadian artist to ever achieve this
Between 1977 and 1979 the music charts
amount in sales. Although not previously
were dominated by Disco. The beat driven
released as a single (which was the modus
dance like music started in Gay clubs in New
operandi at the time), the track The Boys in
York City and spread like a wild fire around
the Bright White Sports Car was included on
the world. It dominated the music charts in the
the album and quickly earned `greatest hit'
late 1970’s with acts like Village People,
status. Likewise, Motorhead, a band equally
Blondie, Chic, Boney M, and the Bee Gee’s
as popular with the Metal crowd as with Punk,
smash hit based on the movie Saturday Night
was now experiencing their prime days when
Fever. Disco was so pervasive that there was
the group switched to the 'Bronze Records'
little room for Metal or anyone else on the
label and their classic period had begun. Over
charts.
significant international success at 1
U.K./45 U.S. thereafter until the 1990’s.
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Judas Priest
Their name said it all. Heavy loud guitars, pounding drums, a screaming vocalist all clad in rivets and
leather. It was bands like Kiss, AC/DC and Judas Priest who would make Heavy Metal a music to be
reckoned with and one which was just as popular in the bedrooms of teenager’s suburban homes than
with just bikers.
Judas Priest came from Birmingham, England in 1969 and have rocked hard ever since. Although the
genre title of Heavy Metal has since been expanded to include artists as far back as the late 1960’s, it
was Judas Priest to whom the term was originally associated with in the press of 1975. Their brand of
Punk and Blues influenced Hard Rock pumped out hit after hit in the late 1970’s & 1980’s including
Rocka Rolla, Stained Class, Point Of Entry, British Steel, Screaming For Vengeance and Painkiller,
amongst others. In the mid 1980’s they would face a U.S. court on charges proposed by a parent who
claimed that the lyrics in Stained Class secretly encouraged suicide. After lengthy hearings they would
be exonerated in the early 1990’s.
In the 1990’s front man Rob Halford would leave for a solo career but return a few years later. Although
Judas Priest continued during his time away with someone new they were never the same.

the next several years Motorhead would
release a series of heavy hitting and popular
albums including Overkill (1979), Bomber
(1979) and Ace Of Spades (1980). The
albums collectively featured tracks like No
Class, Bomber and Overkill, showing the
results of the first experiments of what we
now call Thrash Metal and achieved the
respective chart positions of 24 U.K., 12 U.K.
and 4 U.K. The singles generated from these
albums routinely reached top 60 in the U.K.,
with the Ace Of Spades album featuring a
title track as an outlaw anthem; one which
gave them a 4 on the charts! While all of this
was going on, Montreal, Canada act April
Wine were also in their prime when their
Harder… Faster release goes gold with a 64
U.S./34 U.K. charting, two years later their
Nature Of The Beast album would make
platinum with a 26 U.S./48 U.K. position.
“We’re a gospel group, preaching the word of
unity” was how the Hardcore Punk/Reggae
hybrid group Bad Brains described
themselves. Also originating from the original
1976/77 Punk scene, the guys of Bad Brains
would insert a more Hardcore attitude by the
time their debut LP arrived in the form of
Rock For Light in 1983. But for now the act
became known for their most highly

acclaimed material with the singles Pay To
Cum and Big Takeover being considered
genre classics in 1979.
The Birth Of The New Wave:
By 1979 the disco movement was in its
decline. This same year Van Halen (who
started off under the moniker Mammoth until
they realized it was taken) was climbing the
charts with heavy guitar oriented Rockers on
their second disc, Van Halen II, getting a 6
U.S. charting (23 U.K), not bad considering
their previous year’s debut self-titled made 19
U.S./34 U.K. and would eventually become a
genre classic and epitomized the guitar
virtuoso style on tracks like Runnin’ With The
Devil, Jamie’s Cryin’ and, especially, Eruption.
But on the other side of the charts the New
Wave Pop Music empire was being born.
While bands like UB40, Pat Benetar, Mike
Oldfield and Spandu Ballet would emerge
as chart toppers in the Pop world, Metal and
Rock in general was still reeling from the
blows that Punk and Disco offered; two
movements designed to run its kind out of
town.
But 1979 would see the final movement in the
saga that was the 1970’s in the form of “New
Wave”. New Wave (as it became known) was
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basically “Punk for those who didn’t like
Punk”, as it was once described. Although
Punk was thought to have sunk like a stone
after the Sex Pistols it really didn’t and
festered (as it does today) in the
underground. In 1979 it merged with Pop to
produce a musical style that was anti-rock
star, anti-establishment, DIY, anti-fashion
without being anti-industry. That last part is
what gave it staying power to influence the
next decade. Mixing danceable beats with
Pop lyrics and just enough technology, New
Wave would influence almost every style of
Rock going at the time. Established acts, as
well as new ones, catered their music to this
style, including: Blondie, U2, Yaz (a.k.a.
Yazoo who’s Upstairs At Erics would be a
hit a few years later), Boomtown Rats,
Depeche Mode and The Police gave Rock
music a new feel as something fresh and
vibrant.
Depeche Mode, for their part, would further
advance the cause of Rock Music as the next
decade progressed most especially with their
Violator album in the late 1980’s that opened
the door to the so-called “Alternative”
movement, a movement that would rival
Metal, in the 1990’s. In the decade that would
follow, their Personal Jesus 12” sold more
than at any point previous than in their
American record label’s history but for now
they remained a quiet undiscovered
phenomenon rising up the charts.
That’s all fine and dandy for these pop acts
but how does this involve Heavy Metal? Well

the New Wave movement, heavily influenced
by Punk, would save Rock and Metal from
ending. Not only were many of the bands
slowly slipping into oblivion, but also the new
ones simply duplicated the great
accomplishments of the past leaving the
genre to die slowly. Metal was stagnating;
during the 1970's many of the bands, like
Aerosmith, became too involved with drugs,
or Kiss who lost their appeal due to overcommercialization. Deep Purple just faded
from too many member changes, and the
death of John Bonham ended Led Zeppelin
just after the decade closed. But Metal wasn't
alone; people were tired of experimentation in
music but that's all they were being offered
and so Rock music, in general, suffered an
almost deadly blow but New Wave offered
something fresh and new for it to grab onto.
For Heavy Metal’s part, bands like Iron
Maiden, Tygers Of Pan Tang, Diamond
Head, Saxon and the less raunchy and more
pop like, Def Leppard would embrace the
New Wave ideals and mix it with an ample
dose of hair and guitars as the decade
changed, and after Iron Maiden mixed punk
directly into the equation in 1982 for their
Number of The Beast album, Heavy Metal
would never be the same.
But right now, on New Year’s 1980 the Heavy
Metal explosion started to cool down and
much of the music press was gleefully
declaring Heavy Metal dead; little did they
know that it would rise like the Phoenix from
its own ashes.
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DARK LEGION
1994 –
Poland

(UC000802)
Death Metal

Existing under the name Dark Legion since 1998, the act’s beginnings date as far back as
the winter of 1994, originally formed by Jacek Denka (drums) and Marek Kalinka
(guitar/vocals). At the beginning they played Thrash Metal, but after taking the new name they
started playing Death Metal. From the beginning they had problems with rehearsals and there
are also many changes of members in the band. The current unchanged line-up has existed
from the second half of 1998 when Barted Mroczkowski (guitar) and Marcin Kalinka (bass)
joined. In October 1998 the first 3-track demo was recorded (Demo ’99). In June 2000 the
band entered the studio again to record Promo 2000. Finally in September 2000 Dark
Legion signed the contract with French label 'Dead Sun Records' which released both of the
promo releases in the first quarter of 2001. Bloodshed (2001) and Eternity Of Nothing
(2004).
Selected Discography:
Demo ’99, Promo 2000, Bloodhsed, Eternity Of Nothing.
DARK FUNERAL
1993 Stockholm, Sweden

(ERF00095)
Black Metal

Lord Ahriman, with guitarist Blackmoon (Real Name: David Parland), united in 1993 with
one goal: "to create the darkest and most evil music possible", and after sampling many
musicians, they finally found Themgoroth and Draugen to join them in their new band, Dark
Funeral. In May of 1994, the band released their self-titled, self-financed debut four track
mini-CD (‘Hellspawn Records’ subsequently re-released it). The mini-CD was warmly
received, and it didn’t take long before Dark Funeral was considered a leading Black Metal
act. Shortly after, they would play their first gig at the Luse Lottes pub in Oslow, Norway.
Draugen, however, left the band, to be replaced by Equimanthorn.
The band then signed to 'No Fashion Records' in the summer of 1994, and in January 1996,
they released their premier full-length album The Secrets of The Black Arts; a video would
soon follow; it too was warmly received. The first 5,000 copies was released as "digi-pack",
and sold quickly; it was described as containing "Satanic mayhem", utilizing 11 tracks of
brutal riffs, deep blood curdling melodies mixed with eerie classical themes and played at a
furious speed.
As it would happen, the fun was short lived for there would me more membership changes
with Themgoroth and Equimanthorn leaving, and replaced by Emperor Magus Caligula
(Real Name: Magnus “Masse” Broberg; ex-Votary/ex-Hypocrisy; vocals) and Alzazmon
(Real Name: Tomas Asklund; drums). Shortly later, founder Blackmoon would also leave to
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be replaced by Typhos (Real Name: Henke Ekeroth; guitar). Finally they found a line-up
they would like, at least for a time, for they soon after recorded Vobiscum Satanas in July of
1998. The recording line-up now consisted of: Lord Ahriman (guitar), Emperor Magus
Caligula (bass/vocals), Alzazmon (Real Name: Tomas Asklund; drums) and Typhos (Real
Name: Henke Ekeroth; guitar). With the new line-up the band aggressively toured throughout
Europe. During this tour, dubbed The Satanic War Tour, they were supported by the Italian
act Necromass. It was on this tour that they introduced their stage style by playing painted
like demons, wearing spikes and rivets, and covered with blood while wielding ancient looking
weapons; the show also included fire-breathing, as well as two huge inverted crosses with
impaled pig heads at the front of the stage, which by the end of the show they would
slaughter.
By March 1997 they became one of the most controversial bands in the genre, so they
cashed in by completing their second Satanic War Tour throughout Europe. This time they
where supported by Bal-Sagoth and Ancient. A new addition to their stage-act during this
tour was the introduction of a destruction ritual, performed live by the band. They also made
their first U.S. appearance during Halloween of 1997 by attending the Expo Of The Extreme
in Chicago, followed by a brief tour of Northern states dubbed The American Satanic Crusade
Tour, with Usurper (Chicago) as supporting act. Shortly after this tour, in February 1998,
they finally released Vobiscum Satanas, widely considered a landmark recording for this
band.
Dominion (Real Name: Matti Mäkelä) joined as a session bass player, which would become
a permanent arrangement after the Swedish Hultsfreds festival, when Typhos was given the
boot. Dominion played second guitar (he originally played lead guitar) while Caligula
reverted to both bass and vocals. And, as if that weren't enough, just before the "Bleed For
Satan" European tour with Cannibal Corpse and Infernal Majesty, Alazazmon left and
Gaahnfaust (Real Name: Robert Lundin) took his place. Several more tours would follow,
including one in Mexico, as well as a late 1998 tour, including a very successful European
one with Dimmu Borgir. They squeezed off a well done disc of cover tracks named Teach
Your Children To Worship Satan (2000), featuring King Diamond`s The Trial, Slayer's
Dead Skin Mask, Sodom's Remember The Fallen and Mayhem's Pagan Fears as well as a
new track of their own An Apprentice Of Satan. Defleshed (Real Name: Matte Modin; taking
his handle from his other outfit) also joined at this time as a permanent member.
In 2000 a re-release of their early works was issued, dubbed In The Sign..., and another trip
to North America, for the first time to include a couple of selected cities in Canada, including
Toronto, was completed. The Wacken Open Air Festival in Europe would follow.
Around this time, Electric Hellfire Club, Acheron, Incantation and Lord Ahriman formed a
side project called Wolfen Society, while Caligula and Dominion worked together on the
logically named Dominion Caligula, who's self-titled debut was an incredible example of how
far Black Metal had evolved!
The release of their 2001 opus, Diabolis Interium, showed incredible promise with its "hymn
of darkness" gracing with tracks like Goddess Of Sodomy. The disc featured a general
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slowing down of their sound to allow a backdrop of mood to wash over. It also featured the
Teach Children To Worship Satan track from the same titled EP.
But after the subsequent support tour, things got less rosy in Hell from problems with the
record label, specifically the North American licensee, caused a riff and when the accusations
of Breach Of Contract on the part of the label made it through the system, Dark Funeral
would part their company; their deal with local label ‘MNW/No Fashion Records’ would also
fall 2 years later. But the bad news continued right along when guitarist Dominion, who had
been engaging in side-projects, could no longer dedicate himself to Dark Funeral and left.
His position would be filled by Chaq Mol (ex-Hexenhaus/ex-Face Down/ex-Necronancy/and
one of the two member Death act Mordichrist) and after his debut at the 2003 Wacken Open
Air festival and subsequent tour of South America a live album of the experience arrived in
the form of De Profundis Clamavi Ad Te Domine (2004; live) now on ‘Regain Records’ as a
one-off deal. Dark Funeral then partnered with Goatwhore and Zyklon for the Extreme The
Dojo Volume 9 Japanese gigs in January of 2004 before resuming their touring with a spate
of Mexican dates and a festival appearance at the Spanish Piorno Rock in February with
Sepultura, Saxon, Destruction, Lacuna Coil among many others before hooking up with
Defleshed (the band) for a short burst of Italian dates.
Dark Funeral is a band that convinced many people that so-called Black Metal could be
performed well and was an entertaining pass-time. Long after the style fades from being "the
latest thing", Dark Funeral will be remembered for their mastery of it.
Footnote: Daimon (Real Name: Richard Cabeza) played bass on some tour slots, likewise
for Kenth Philipson (a.k.a. Lord K).
Selected Discography:
As Dark Funeral: Dark Funeral, The Secrets of The Black Arts, Vobiscum Satanas, Teach
Your Children To Worship Satan, In The Sign..., Diabolis Interium, De Profundis Clamavi Ad
Te Domine (live).
See Also:
Ancient, Cannibal Corpse, Sodom, Infernal Majesty, Dominion Caligula, Mayhem, King
Diamond, Sepultura, Saxon, Dimmu Borgir, Goatwhore, Zyklon, Hypocrisy, Slayer, Defleshed,
Lacuna Coil, Usurper (Chicago).
DARKSIDE
1999 Independence, Missouri, USA

(ERF00077)
Thrash Metal

Darkside was established in 1994 utilizing dark and haunting rhythms and powerful vocals.
Shortly after their debut 6 track EP Eternal Tears, vocalist Steve Bentley earned Banzai
Magazine's Best Vocalist Of The Year award. During this time, the band promoted
themselves heavily by taking every show offered to them. Their notoriety got the attention of
some movie producers which culminated in their music being featured on B-horror movies like
... (ARTICLE TRUNCATED IN DEMO VERSION) ...
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(REV00010)

LEATHERWOLF
1983 – 1990, 1999 USA

Standard Heavy Metal

Leatherwolf was founded by high school buddies Michael Olivieri (vocals/guitar), Geoff
Gayer (guitar), Carey Howe (guitar), Matt Hurich (bass) and Dean Roberts (drums).
Described as a U.S. leather clad hair band, Leatherwolf debuted in 1985 with the 5 track
mini-album Endangered Species. This set was enough to attract U.K. label 'Island' who
released all of their following albums. It was also only a short time after when Paul Carman
replaced Matt Hurich.
Confusingly, this act had two self-titled albums at the start of their career, both completely
different, the first being Leatherwolf (1984). It wasn't until the self-titled Leatherwolf (1987)
by producer Kevin Beamish (REO Speedwagon) that they appeared as a blip on music
radar. This album had a very commercial approach, even featuring an adequate cover of
CCR’s Bad Moon Rising. The album made U.S. top 100 but it wasn't enough to beat the pop
pack. But it was the commercial failure of their 1989 Street Ready release that would finalize
their fate. It featured a harder, yet still accessible sound and made a clear serious attempt at
targeting the Pop/Metal crossover market. It showed an effort at generating their own
identifiable sound and featured an impressive second track Thunder. It also was the debut for
Paul Carman (bass). Unfortunately it failed to achieve significant ratings and they broke up
almost immediately after. An attempted reformation in the late 1990's has thus far failed to
produce popular results with only the release of their first live effort Wide Open (1999)
resulting under the Street Ready line-up, except Chris Adams on vocals. In more recent
months several line-up changes commenced with vocalist Jeff Martin (of Racer X/exMichael Schenker Group) taking over from Olivieri, and the departure of Carey Howe.
Selected Discography:
As Leatherwolf (v1): Endangered Species, Leatherwolf, Leatherwolf, Street Ready
As Leatherwolf (v2): Wide Open.
(REV00072)

LED ZEPPELIN
1968 – 1980
Midlands, UK

Standard Heavy Metal

Led Zeppelin was probably the most popular Metal band of the 1970's; they were also
probably the first Metal band to form in the era of Metal. They were formed by British guitar
player Jimmy Page in October of 1968; exactly 1 month after Metal's suspected birth date.
After a short while the line-up settled with Jimmy Page (ex-The Yardbirds; guitar), Robert
Plant (vocals), John Bonham (drums) and John Paul Jones (bass/keyboards) (who had
quickly replaced original member Chris Dreja). The group was first known as the New
Yardbirds, but soon after chose Led Zeppelin after hearing a remark by the Who's Keith
Moon who said that they “would go down like a lead Zeppelin”, when asked to rate their
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prospects.
Armed with a recording contract by 'Atlantic Records', they marched off to a U.S. tour and a
first release, Led Zeppelin (1969), which included the hits Dazed And Confused and
Communication Breakdown; it's blues and Hard Rock influences shining through. It charted
top 10 on both sides of the pond. By Led Zeppelin II (1969), they were a headlining act
achieving another chart maker, and the Whole Lotta Love track certainly assisted in that goal.
The group's lust for musical fire didn't wane on the following Led Zeppelin III (1970) with hits
like The Gallows Pole. This album was a bit of a departure for the group, however, by
featuring less Hard Rock and more acoustic folk inspired numbers. Instrumentally they were
more than able and with a deep attachment to the hippie culture they managed to attract as
many female followers as well as male, which is an accomplishment on its own due to the fact
that Metal usually only attracts the attention of males.
Led Zeppelin IV, Four Symbols (1971) or the Runes Album (whatever name you wish to
call it as it had no official title except four cryptic symbols), was once again a classic. It
featured the hit Stairway To Heaven; a track which became a guitar anthem and over the
years guitar shops had to ban its performance in stores due to its over use by would-be
novice guitar purchasers. Houses Of The Holy (1973) saw their musical repertoire expanded
with folk ballads, soul and reggae, and the subsequent tour broke all attendance records. The
proceeds funded a 1976 in-concert film called The Song Remains The Same and the
formation of their own record label, 'Swan Song', a label that would also host Pretty Things,
Bad Company and Maggie Bell as signees. The follow-up 1975 double set Physical Graffiti
allowed them to express their full diversity on that new label.
The 1976 Presence album received platinum status in advance orders alone, with the 10
minute opus Achilles Last Stand coming through loud and strong. The album, however,
mostly sold on the band's reputation, as the remainder of it was competent but nothing
special. The record was still considered to be weaker in its sales then past ones, especially in
the U.K. and was quickly followed-up with the equally unimportant The Song Remains The
Same (1976).
In Through The Out Door (1979) was a satisfying effort for them also but it almost didn't
happen for, in 1977, their tour was cut short when Plant's six year old son Karac, died of a
viral infection. The following album, 1982's Coda was a collection of outtakes, which saw
John Paul Jones shine as the unifying factor. It was published posthumously, as was 1990's
Re-masters, a compilation of their material on CD.
Punk’s stripped down no frills style, influenced the 1979 European tour that followed. Plans
were in the work for a U.S. tour of the same but it was called off. Tragedy struck in September
of 1980 when Bonham was found dead after a drinking binge just before they were to
embark on another U.S. tour after finishing a show at Berlin. They disbanded on December
4th of that same year.
Led Zeppelin had such an impact that years after their breakup fans who had never seen
them play still demand reunions of them as often as possible. In 1994 Jimmy Page and
Robert Plant reunited for the Unleaded project and tour. There was rumors of the coming of
a new age of Led Zeppelin but nothing came of it except memories and the pair of them
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working together again, if only for a short time.
At the turn of the millennium Led Zeppelin’s memory was dying hard with the release of a
double compilation set Early Days: The Best Of Led Zeppelin Vol. 1 and Later Days: The
Best Of Led Zeppelin Vol. 2 (1999 & 2000) with a brief unification of Page and Plant in 2003
with How The West Was Won, a massive classic live set of audio and video.
Led Zeppelin offered more to Metal than just good music and popularity; they also offered an
advancement that would be the engine for the genre for the rest of the decade and indeed,
the century; they taught future generations of Metal fans and performers how this music was
meant to be played. The plan was as follows: The group would play as a cohesive unit, bass
guitars and drums would play together, the singer would be heard clearly, the lead guitar
would not be expected to fill in every space, sax and keyboard players would take a back seat
or disappear; couple this with a strong rhythm in the form of the drummer - a technique that to
this point had not been used consistently by predecessors and was thought revolutionary for
its time. The formula worked well for every album Led Zeppelin published charted, many at
#1, with the lowest at 87.
Since the disintegration of Led Zeppelin, the members went on to successful careers outside
of the act. Jimmy Page was probably the most prolific by involving himself in several
projects, starting with his self-titled act involving Chris Farlowe (vocals), Dave Lawson and
David Sinclair Whittaker and Gordon Edwards (piano), Dave Patton (bass) and Dave
Mattacks (drums) on the Deathwish II soundtrack album (1982) with several other joint
projects and soundtracks following until he recruited a new line-up of John Miles, Robert
Plant, Chris Farlowe, Jason Bonham (drums), Durban Leverde (bass), Felix Krish, Tony
Franklin and Barrymore Barlow (drums) for Outrider (1988), and a collaboration with the
Black Crowes for the live effort Live At The Greek (2000). Page would also be a founding
member of The Firm, an act consisting of himself on guitar withy Paul Rodgers (ex-Free/exBad Company; vocals), Tony Franklin (bass/keyboards), Chris Slade (ex-Manfred Mann’s
Earth Band; drums) to release The Firm (1985) and Mean Business (1986), not to mention
his collaboration with David Coverdale for the one-off Coverdale - Page album in 1993.
Jimmy Page and Robert Plant were reunited on the same titled project in 1994 for the No
Quarter release, the best of their careers since leaving ‘Zep. getting a 4 U.S./7 U.K. position.
Featuring Charlie Jones (bass/percussion), Porl Thompson (guitar/banjo), Michael Lee
(drums/percussion), Najma Akhtar (vocals), Joe Sutherland (mandolin/bodhran), Nigel
Easton (hurdy gurdy), Ed Shearmur (orchestra, Hammond organ and other “large”
arrangements). Walking Into Clarksdale (1998) also fared well, now reduced to Page &
Plant with Charlie Jones and Michael Lee.
John Paul Jones got back into action in 1999 with his Zooma (1999) album while Robert
Plant had invested time in his self-named act with Bobbie Blunt (guitar), Jezz Woodruff
(keyboards), Paul Martinez (bass), Cozy Powell (drums) and Phil Collins as guest on
drums. His solo debut Pictures At Eleven (1982) made 5 U.S./2 U.K. while the follow-up The
Principle Of Moments (1983) with Ritchie Hayward (ex-Little Feat) took over all the drum
duties while Bob Mayo was added on guitar and keyboards. The album fared well at 8 U.S./7
U.K. with Shaken ‘N’ Stirred (1985) making top 20 on both charts as well. Now And Zen
(1988) was a market success also and featured a new band line-up of Doug Boyle (guitar),
Phil Skagg (bass), Phil Johnstone (keyboard/co-writer), Jimmy Page (guitar), Chris
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Blackwell (drums), Marie Pierre, Toni Halliday and Kirsty MacColl (back. vocals). Shortly
later Pat Thorpe took over on drums after Blackwell took ill, but by the next album, Manic
Nirvana (1990), the membership had been reduced to Blackwell, Charlie Jones,
Johnstone and Boyle. All went silent after Fate Of Nations (1993), however, with the new
band membership Kevin Scott MacMichael (guitar), Phil Johnstone (electric piano),
Charlie Jones (bass), Michael Lee (drums), Chris Hughes (drums) with guests Francis
Dunnery, Marie Brennan, Nigel Kennedy and Richard Thompson. During the mid 1980’s
Plant had also toyed with an act called the Honey Dippers but after a set of singles and an
EP it was closed.
Selected Discography:
As Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin, Led Zeppelin II, Led Zeppelin III, Led Zeppelin IV, Houses Of
The Holy, Physical Graffiti, Presence, The Song Remains The Same, In Through The Out
Door, Coda, Re-masters, Unleaded, Early Days: The Best Of Led Zeppelin Vol. 1, Later
Days: The Best Of Led Zeppelin Vol. 2, How The West Was Won.
As John Paul Jones: Zooma.
As The Firm: The Firm, Mean Business.
As Jimmy Page & Robert Plant: No Quarter, Walking Into Clarksdale.
As Jimmy Page: Death Wish II (soundtrack), Outrider, Live At The Greek (live).
As Robert Plant: Pictures At Eleven, The Principle Of Moments, Shaken ‘N’ Stirred, Now And
Zen, Manic Nirvana, Fate Of Nations.
(UC000463)

LEFT HAND SOLUTION
1991 –
Sweden

Gothic Metal

Formed in 1991, Left Hand Solution went the usual route of demos and lineup shifts before
recording their debut mini-CD, Shadowdance in 1994 with Kicki Höijertz (vocals), Jocke
Mårdstam (guitar), Peter Selin (bass) and Erik Barthold (drums) that was followed by
Fevered (1996), with Mariana Holmberg taking over vocals. Their basic concept was
Gothic/Doom Metal with female vocals. Janne Wiklund took over from Mårdstam for the
more recent effort, Light Shines Black (2001), a more upbeat attempt, emphasizing the Goth
side over the Doom, with a more Rock feel. Featuring a cover of the Eurythmics’ Missionary
Man, vocalist Mariana Holmberg's vocals were excellent and not a soprano like many other
female Metal vocalists, but more midrange, much like Annie Lennox. Now with Robert
Bergius on bass, the band is planning to record in late 2004.
Selected Discography:
Shadowdance, Fevered, Light Shines Black.
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Promotional poster for Seasons Of The Wolf.
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SEASONS OF THE WOLF (SOTW)
1988 Brandenton, Florida, USA

(ERF00021)
Progressive Metal

Without the support of major label money, and indeed,
much of the independent network, Seasons Of The
Wolf (SOTW) have successfully promoted themselves
over the years. SOTW was formed on Halloween 1988
with Barry "Skully" Waddell (guitar/producer), Wes
Edward Waddell (vocalist), and Dennis Ristow
(keyboards/engineer). Wayne Hoefle (percussion)
joined in late 1993, with Phaedra Rubio (bass) joining
in as well to complete the current line-up.
Seasons Of The Wolf c. 2002 (L-R): Dennis
SOTW settled with gigging around their home state
Ristow, Barry “Skully” Waddell, Wes Edward
of Florida until 1995 when things began to change.
Waddell, Wayne Hoaefle and Chris Whitford.
They established their own 'Earth Mother Music' label
and built their own recording studio named “Level-D-Green”. Their first EP was a low key,
small-scale self-titled affair when it arrived in 1996. By networking with underground media
and distributors and establishing three web sites, they gained thousands of fans that
purchased the first self-titled CD. During 1997 and 1998 they engaged on a media blitz that
would service hundreds of radio stations with the first CD; several of those stations made the
tracks Victim Of Darkness and October Moon hits on their local charts, even achieving "#1
most added" in CMJ, and HITS industry trade journals, topping many major label acts. Shortly
after, they would gain further notoriety with a "#2 most added" in FMQB, and Album Network.

After the October 1998 recruiting of Chris Whitford
on bass, the second full-length studio album titled
Lost In Hell was officially released in May 1999 in
the U.S.A. By February the next year most other
places on Earth were licensed as well, with the
European version including a bonus track, full color
16-page booklet, and extra artwork in digi-pak
packaging. In the autumn of 1999 the U.S. version of
Lost In Hell achieved top 10 status at over 40
college radio stations while slowly gaining airplay at
Seasons Of The Wolf c. 1996 (L-R): Barry
hundreds of others. Over the years SOTW has been
“Skully” Waddell, Phaedra Rubio, Wes Edward
quoted by several reviewers to be one of the "best
Waddell, Wes Hoaefle and Dennis Ristow.
Independent Underground Metal" acts to surface
from the U.S.A. in recent years. They have managed to achieve "cult status" by flogging their
sci-fi AOR influenced Progressive Metal sounds around the world without a world tour. In
2002 they released their 3rd effort, Nocturnal Revelation, their most sophisticated and
mature work yet.
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2003 would see SOTW in flux with membership changes in the form of Bill Bois filling in on
bass and Mark Empire for filling in on drums but in 2004 Steve Satyr would assume the
bass as a permanent player while new replacement drummer Scott Thacker would leave due
to the long commute from Orlando being too much, leaving the band in need of a replacement
at time of publishing; both members leaving on good terms. In the mean time, long time
drummer Wayne Hoefle will play the drums for the studio sessions on their next album, Orna
Verum (Latin for "Adorn The Truth") scheduled for release in mid 2005.
Selected Discography:
SOTW, Lost In Hell, Nocturnal Revelation.

Barry “Skullywolf” Waddell.

SEIGNEUR VOLAND
1996 France

(ERF00176)
Black Metal

In 1996 Anno Bastardi was confined in jail for (apparently) grave desecration, and violating a
cadaver when he conceived of the idea of Seigneur Voland. This concept was an impious
treptic based on the "Ubermensch annunciation of the Semitic God's death and the rising of a
neo-Pagan/satanic order and the worship of the Aryan blood", or so he claimed in the
brochures.
After his release from jail in April 1999, his idea became reality when L.F. (a.k.a. Xaphan; exKristallnacht; guitar) joined; formerly the vocalist in the 1996 Funeral/Kristallnacht split EP,
... (ARTICLE TRUNCATED IN DEMO VERSION) ...
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... (ARTICLE REMOVED IN DEMO VERSION) ...

CLASH
1976 – 1985
London, UK

(UC000505)
Punk

The Clash was formed in 1976 by Mick Jones (Real Name: Michael Jones; guitar/vocals),
Paul Simonon (bass/vocals), Joe Strummer (Real Name: John Graham Mellor; ex-101ers;
the nickname comes from his guitar playing style; vocals/guitar) and Tory Chimes (Real
Name: Terry Chimes; drums) (Keith Levene also had a brief stint). After a wild tour with Sex
Pistols their manager got them a deal with ‘CBS” in early 1977 which subsequently resulted
in the release of their debut two minute classic White Riot. The single rocketed up the U.K.
charts to 38 to announce the arrival of what would become the second biggest Punk band,
second only to the ‘Pistols, the Clash manipulating the Punk sound to express their political
views and musical experimentation. This finely balanced style would come to fruition with
hooky chorus lines in The Clash (1977). The album featured the classic tracks of I’m So
Bored With The U.S.A. and Career Opportunities, not to mention the cover tune of Junior
Murvin’s Police And Thieves proving to be a brief attempt at dub reggae. The album
smashed the U.K. charts at 12 and the follow-up singles (featuring tracks not on the album) of
Clash City Rockers and White Man In Hammersmith Palais each made 28 and 35 U.K.
respectively, never mind the racial connotations.
Needless to say, the band and the record company were eager to introduce themselves to
the U.S. market with the next album Give ‘em Enough Rope (1978), now featuring Topper
Headon who replaced Chimes. The album, however, failed in its goal for it barely made it
slightly higher than the U.S. 100, succeeding only in their home market with a whopping 2,
with the spin-off single for Tommy Gun making 19 on its own. While the ears of U.K. fans
chewed on their cover of Sonny Curtis’ I Fought The Law on an EP the act toured America
in late 1979, their sound drifting into a more standard Rock sound.
Indeed, the Clash were adapting to the new world that was evolving, for Punk’s classic era
was soon for the end and the last classic Punk album would go to the Clash when they
unleashed what would become their masterpiece, London Calling, in December of 1979.
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The double vinyl set sailed up the U.K. charts to 9 and finally broke them in the U.S. at 27!
The anthemic title track making the whole 27 in the U.S. on it’s own when spawned off as a
single. The success motivated the act to release the more complex follow-up of Sandinista!
(1980), an album that got them a 19 U.K./24 U.S. to express the arriving of the more popular
New Wave Punk movement that the Clash had unknowingly drifted into. But Sandinista!
Failed to stand up to repeated listening over time and it’s long term sales suffered, forcing g a
rethink for the production of the follow-up Combat Rock (1982). Although Combat Rock
started to show their sound becoming tired, nonetheless it was a strong seller and their best
in the U.S. market, making 7 (2 U.K.) on the strength of the Rock The Casbah track making 8
U.S./30 U.K. on its own when spun off as a single.
Line-up changes were in the plan for before the current album Headon had gone to go solo to
be replaced by Terry Chimes, and after the album’s release Pete Howard (ex-Cold Fish)
replaced Chimes who went off to join Hanoi Rocks, not to mention most of the string section
being replaced with the addition of Nick Shepherd (ex-Cortinas; guitar) while Vince White
replaced Jones on the other guitar who went off to form Big Audio Dynamite. The band then
struggled with what would become their final effort of Cut The Crap (1985) making 16
U.K./88 U.S. but the band took their own advise and did just that shortly after. The Story Of
The Clash Vol. I compilation would sum up their career in 1988.
In 1991 the Clash had a brief visit on the charts again when their Should I Stay Or Should I
Go made hit status when heard in a Levi jean commercial, a track that was originally heard on
Combat Rock way back in 1982, but Strummer unceremoniously quashed rumors of a band
reunion.
Footnote: Other names considered for this band: “The Psycho Negatives”, “The Weak
Heartdrops”, “The Outsiders”, “The Phones”, “The Negatives”. Clash was chosen from a
newspaper headline describing a “clash with police”.
Selected Discography:
The Clash, Give ‘em Enough Rope, London Calling, Sandinista!, Combat Rock, Cut The
Crap, The Story Of The Clash Vol. I.
See Also:
Hanoi Rocks.
CREATURES, The
1980 –
London, UK

(UC000880)
Punk

See Siouxie And The Banshees.
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(ERF00330)

DEFORGE
Freedom Release
Ind. (2002)

USA

CD

Thrash Metal

A creative use of the Death and Thrash crossover genres is seen here
with Italian band Deforge. Their style is heavy as hell with songs of
despair and violent uncontrolled rage. A technically precise high-speed
romp through the underworld of pounding Heavy Metal with good sound
production and product quality, too bad they weren’t more known here.
Nothing new created here just solid quality high speed Metal from Italy, a
place not known for this style. They definitely equal their contemporaries
here.
Grade: 7/10

Deforge.

DEICIDE
Serpents Of The Light
Roadrunner (1997)

(REV00398)
USA

CD

Death Metal

A 7 grade but barely so; Deicide is your quintessential American Death Metal band. Their
latest is presented with hype and anticipation. Grotesque descriptions, guttural growls and
double pedaling abound on this platter. Demonic hatred just oozes from its maggot-infested
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orifices! Quality Death Metal no doubt and one of their better attempts, in my opinion.
Deicide, however, is one of these bands that has gotten more column space for their extracurricular activities then their music and probably rightfully so for as Deathly as the music is,
it doesn't innovate. It was not groundbreaking material and when word spread about Glen
Benton's leisure activities (he once candidly explained he enjoyed mutilating “God's
creatures”, and also burned an upside down cross into his forehead) the Christian political
bible-thumpers spoke out. The “Animal Militia” group promptly furnished Glen and his mates
with death threats and allegedly bombed a gig in Stockholm, Sweden followed up the
church’s opinion. Most satanic musicians still have their mother doing their laundry but at
least these guys appeared to be the genuine article! He has allegedly signed a suicide pact
that assures he won't live past 40. Let's see what the other band members have to say about
this when the time comes!
Grade: 7/10
DELIRIUM THEORY
Demo
USA (2004)

(ERF00377)
USA

CD

Hard Rock

As the bumf states, Delirium Theory is a label ready hard rocking band and this 4 track
demo shows it. The demo is loud, focused, rhythmic and hard all the way. It’s exciting and
new while Nero’s vocals come across as controlled and not shouting as is a common
problem with this style. What else can I say? If you like fast modern Rock look these guys up!
Grade: 8/10
DEMACRETIA
Ebola
Ind. (1997)

(ERF00003)
South Africa

CD

Death Metal

This demo was sent to me from South Africa and I'm glad it was, a very
well done and professional effort by this foursome. A well recorded and
produced demo that is begging to become an album. Good solid Death
Metal sound and vocals with growls you can actually understand and
lyrics not close enough to the morgue to gross you out! Ebola, the title
track, reminds you of a less disgusting Cannibal Corpse, but House Of
Death, the fourth and final track, will be a classic in nightclubs as they
successfully mix a dance beat with Death Metal growls; not bad
considering their drummer was a 80486 computer! The lyrical content, particularly on the last
track, could use more work as they are simple and repetitive but perhaps that's part of the
song's quality. Over all an excellent effort!
Highlighted Tracks:
Ebola, House Of Death.
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Grade: 9/10
DEMACRETIA
Formula For Fear
Ind. (1998)

(ERF00017)
South Africa

CD

Death Metal

Ok, with this record there's no question that a high grade is in the offering!
I heard it right off the bat, no second-guesses! On this, their second
release, you hear Demacretia maturing their sound and getting it down to
an efficient art form; almost a science. Their computer drummer has also
had much more complex programming applied. The two best tracks, in my
opinion, are Industry with its strong Death growls, dance beat and an
Industrial backing. Many people compare this with work by Fear Factory,
Rob Zombie and other peers in the business... in my opinion this is incorrect, as Fear
Factory's last offerings didn't even come close to this! Chainsaw Massacre is another track
that has a heavier than hell beat. This time they take a more traditional approach to Death
Metal lyrics, ala: Cannibal Corpse, but their creative use of over dubbing (which is rarely
used correctly) was amazing, even those in Rap music couldn't get this right! Add to this
Jamie Haigh's growl vocals, offering the audio expressions of hate and brutality; exactly
what's needed in Death. This is highlighted with his unique growling of the line "Ravaging the
Earth looking for fresh souls; bringing the living into the burning coals". I don't know but the
way he says it sounds so evil; it's just beautiful. Once again I gladly give these fellows a
raving review and sit in envy that my contemporaries in this business have seen them and I
haven’t.
Highlighted Tracks:
Industry, Chainsaw Massacre.
Grade: 9/10
DEMACRETIA
Core Hammer
Mental Echo (1999)

(ERF00082)
South Africa

CD

Death Metal

Demacretia, one of the stars on The Alliance compilation, reside just
outside Johannesburg and have moved on to form their own record
company and their first full album release. As usual, Jamie and friends
spew forth a unique concoction of Death Metal, dance and Industrial
sounds, like a Disco-Death or “Electro Death Metal”. Rob Zombie could
relate to this record. Some of their past demo hits like Chainsaw Carnage,
House Of Death and Industry are present here, as well as plenty of new
material. After speaking with Jamie over the long trans-Atlantic telephone calls we shared
last year, it still amazes me how he can get his voice to produce the growls he does, as his
natural voice is nowhere near it! The title track, Corehammer, is a fantastic mixture of the
style that made me fall in love with these guys' sound! I have one concern with this record,
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however, many of the old classics were remixed into a more dance version, and although it
was creative, it can be construed as being too dancy with large use of electronic noises and
synthesizers, it takes their Death Metal mixture experiment as far as I hope it will go, as any
further and these tracks will end off no longer being considered Metal or even Rock music
altogether; I'm glad I heard these tracks back in the demo days when they were heavier. I
understand this musical style is popular in the nightclubs of South Africa. My only suggestion
to these guys is to loose the DJ dude and maintain the mixture just as it's as it makes strong,
professional and tight records that I would like to hear more of on this side of the "pond".
Demacretia are a band who offer a pocket of resistance, an oasis if you will, against the
usually unimaginative and monotonous Death Metal genre. This disc received distribution via
'Diskery'.
Highlighted Tracks:
Chainsaw Carnage, House Of Death, Industry, Corehammer.
Grade: 9/10
DEMACRETIA
Burning Away
Mental Echo (2002)

(ERF00284)
South Africa

CD

Death Metal

Burning Away is Demacretia's second full-length album and their next great recording.
Demacretia has replaced the drum machine computer with a real human being by the name
of Etienne Kruger, who adds a less mechanical and more contemporary/traditional Death
Metal feel to the album. Demacretia comes across as a thinking man's Death Metal. Jamie's
excellent growl, and now the drumbeat, create a standard old-school Death Metal style but
the lyrics maintain a more realistic bent. Yes there is the basic lyrics to "bleeding from the
eyes" and the "lifeless tombs" (let's face it, what else would there be in Death Metal) but I get
the feeling that there is underlying statements of real-life struggle behind at least some of the
lyrics. The disc is full of heavy brutality. In my opinion it really starts to pound in the latter half
with Human Hybrid, Break It Down and Control Me. The disc has lost much of it's old dance
feel that was the trademark of this band, which is a good thing because parts of their
previous work, Corehammer, got too dancy. Still, I liked the mechanical feel of their past
albums; perhaps the perfect balance between the two styles will be had on the next effort.
Moving on with the next track, Suffocated In A Tomb (3), still has that mechanical feel, at
least at the start, while Control Me (8) sounds like a left-over from the Corehammer days
and boasts lots of "dance death"; left-over or not it remains a strong track. The creative use
of overdubbing from old movies harps back to their demo days, demos which still boast some
of the most creative Death Metal I've ever heard. This disc is not a mere remake of
Corehammer, their past work, as many bands end off doing but shows a definite attempt at
reworking their style. I enjoyed it the same as the last effort - it squeaks just into the 9th
grade. Good show!
Highlighted Tracks:
Burning Away, Human Hybrid, Break It Down, Control Me.
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MEGADETH
Killing Is My Business...
Combat (1985)

(REV00179)
USA

LP CD MC

Thrash Metal

After his departure (or removal) from Metallica, guitarist/vocalist Dave Mustaine went out on
his own to form his own band Megadeth. This is their first release and it takes us way back to
1985. It can be a hard to find recording, especially since it has been re-mastered and then
discontinued because of Nancy Sinatra suddenly deciding that she doesn't like their cover
version of These Boots years after it was released! The disc is raw but fresh and creative and
was enough to prove this band as a force in the Thrash Metal genre. Mustaine & Co. used
his former outfit, Metallica, as a template to create a much more intense sound, and unlike
others in the Thrash genre, he and is band had the skills to overcome many of the problems
associated with recording at such great speed. Although this disc doesn't fully express that
POV it would soon emerge in subsequent releases.
Highlighted Tracks:
These Boots.
Grade: 8/10
MEGADETH
Peace Sells...But Who's Buying?
Combat (1986)
USA

(REV00181)
LP CD MC

Thrash Metal

Peace Sells...But Who's Buying? was a slick recording with quality production containing
bleak and opaque audio landscapes. Its near Punk anarchy shows Megadeth likes a gritty
Rock song as much as anyone. The most noticed item is the cover track whose words are
very true; the track coming across as if it were an intro. to their yet to come Countdown To
Extinction follow-up. Devil's Island is also worthy of a Heavy Metal salute. This record shows
Mustaine and band as an ass-kicking force to be dealt with.
Highlighted Tracks:
Peace Sells..., Devil's Island.
Grade: 8/10
MEGADETH
So Far, So Good...So What
Combat (1987)

(REV00180)
USA

LP CD MC

Thrash Metal

So Far, So Good...So What was a strong yet primitive effort by these guys but one of the
better releases of that year. This disc proves that these guys are not just another Metallica
rip-off band, but are a force in their own right. The pissed-on, pissed-off attitude is present in
Mustaine's lyrics and voice here. The biggest feature of this record is the cover of the Sex
Pistols Punk classic Anarchy In U.K. (with original Pistols guitarist Steve Jones as guest).
The words are slightly different but the song is the same and what a great cover it is.
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Mustaine's usual pessimistic vocals are present here, especially with the track In My Darkest
Hour, which ended off being a precursor to his temporary decline into substance abuse and
more mass-sackings of band members.
Highlighted Tracks:
Anarchy In U.K., In My Darkest Hour.
Grade: 7/10
MEGADETH
Rust In Peace
Capitol (1990)

(REV00182)
USA

LP CD MC

Thrash Metal

A very good Thrash Metal recording featuring Megadeth in its prime, a definite maturing
process was present here. It also did well because of its release on the heels of the Gulf War,
and the tracks Holy Wars...The Punishment Due, Hangar 18 (A story about Alien cover-ups a Top 30 hit) and Rust In Peace...Polaris (about the threat of Nuclear Weapons) forming the
bulk of its subject matter. This record will Rock you! This record features a major band
membership change, with Friedman and Menza joining. The video for Hangar 18 was cool,
and the CD art featuring a radiation symbol painted on it, also added to the experience.
Highlighted Tracks:
Holy Wars...The Punishment Due, Hangar 18, Rust In Peace...Polaris.
Grade: 9/10
MEGADETH
Countdown To Extinction
Capitol (1992)

(REV00184)
USA

CD MC

Thrash Metal

This record is probably my favourite Megadeth record. In this release, we see the boys of
'Deth preaching an environmental theme while continuing to prove that they are "the king of
the ring by far" (as fighter Mohammed Ali once said). The biggest track here has to be
Symphony Of Destruction, which simply invites you to offer a response; it's almost robotic in
its timing accuracy and interlacing of sound without sounding stiff. More melody is introduced
here with a slower pace (slow for Megadeth). This record was one of the biggest selling in
their history by gaining a 5 charting in the U.K. and a number 2 in the U.S. One question
though, what's with the track High Speed Dirt (8)? What is high-speed dirt?
Highlighted Tracks:
Symphony Of Destruction, High Speed Dirt.
Grade: 9/10
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(REV00185)

MEGADETH
Youthanasia
Capitol (1994)

USA

CD MC

Thrash Metal

Receiving an ample amount of controversy over its cover depicting babies hanging by their
feet on clotheslines, Youthanasia musically, is not so bold. In this recording, Megadeth use
the now unconventional recording method of recording live in the studio instead of each
separately then combined for the mastering process; a risky proposition that paid off,
fortunately, but the recording method was not the problem. The disc contains 12 tracks of
meaningful and mature music and lyrics that harp back to 1980's Euro Metal styles, a stark
contrast to their past works and leaving many fans unimpressed, accusing the band of "selling
out" to the "Alternative genre" that was sweeping the nation during the 1990's. But to be fair, it
was a quality recording and managed to squeeze them a top 10 on both sides of the Atlantic.
Train Of Consequences and Victory are good songs with a descent beat and, in my opinion,
save this record. But the general feeling is a lighter tone then die-hard 'Deth fans desire.
Regardless of the complaints people may hurtle toward this recording it was a far cry better
the follow-up effort. Each Megadeth record has a story to tell or a point to make; once one
understands the point to this one you will appreciate it more.
Highlighted Tracks:
Train Of Consequences, Victory.
Grade: 8/10
MEGADETH
Hidden Treasures
Capitol (1995)

(REV00186)
USA

CD

Thrash Metal

A compilation of 'B' sides and covers they have used for soundtracks and tributes. Surprising
it was a minor commercial success mostly due to the marketing engine of the record
company. Artistically it isn't too bad but if it didn't happen it probably wouldn't be missed. The
most striking feature here is a cover of Alice Cooper's No More Mr. Nice Guy.
Highlighted Tracks:
No More Mr. Nice Guy.
Grade: 7/10
MEGADETH
Cryptic Writings
Capitol (1997)

(REV00087)
USA

CD

Thrash Metal

Dave Mustaine had promised Megadeth's new album, Cryptic Writings, would sound like
something between the previous Peace Sells... and Rust In Peace, but the result was not as
promised. In fact, it's still very radio-friendly, and most songs are slow. Nevertheless,
Megadeth have avoided (but only just) crossing over into mainstream Rock, like their
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comrades Metallica, sparing them the slap of being kicked out of the Metal category. This is
not their best album, and features NWOBHM quotes by guitar and Punky tunes reminiscent of
Dave's solo MD-45 project. It may not be their best album, but it's far from boring and much
more inspiring then some of their more recent works.
Grade: 6/10
MEGADETH
Risk
EMI (1999)

(REV00339)
USA

CD

Thrash Metal

This CD is Megadeth's 1999 offering and is their attempt at a classic hard Thrash comeback.
It doesn't completely work. There are, however, some redeeming features; track 1 is as
chaotic in sound as the subject matter, but Insomnia comes across as palatable, as does
track 4 Crush 'Em, a pointless song lyrically but one which holds a harder and anthemic
sound. Track 2, Prince Of Darkness, is very new-Metallica-like in sound, but all the talk of the
devil makes me think that a Black Metal band should do it instead. Track 3, Enter The Arena,
is nothing more then an intro. to 4 and is pointless; an OK piece but pointless all the same.
Breadline (5) tries to be a ballad but is just too hard; it's some-what harsh sound is its
redeeming factor since it falls short on its attempt at true melody. Track 7, I'll Be There,
despite it's so-so title, actually has a great galloping beat at the start. Track 10 would be
better if it would hurry up; not a bad track musically but it takes it 2:31 just to get started.
Over-all not a bad release, certainly more of an effort at hardness then the past few by these
guys, but it still falls short of their past glories. Thanks for the wave at the Toronto stint of the
Maximum Rock show, Dave. Glad you saw me.
Highlighted Tracks:
Insomnia, Crush 'Em, Prince Of Darkness, Enter The Arena, Breadline, I'll Be There.
Grade: 7/10
MEGADETH
Capitol Punishment
Capitol (2000)

(REV00508)
USA

CD

Thrash Metal

Capitol Punishment: The Megadeth Years was a compilation completed to honor their
contract with 'Capitol Records'. Now wanting off of the label the title's pun is rather obvious.
Nevertheless, Dave and crew return with a list of songs, mostly from the newer part of their
repertoire like Trust, Kill The King, Crush 'Em, Train Of Consequences, etc. for a total of 14. It
isn't until well after half way that they get into older and more genuine hits with Symphony Of
Destruction, In My Darkest Hour, Peace Sells and Hangar 18, among a select few others. A
nice compilation I suppose but unnecessary in the whole scheme of their career.
Highlighted Tracks:
Symphony Of Destruction, In My Darkest Hour, Peace Sells, Hangar 18.
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Grade: 8/10
MEGADETH
The World Needs A Hero
Sanctuary (2001)

(REV00463)
USA

CD

Thrash Metal

The World Needs A Hero is a slightly heavier than past releases and steady-as-she-goes
with the standardized Thrash beat over all. Moto Psycho (3) proves to probably be the best
track on this disc but remains pale in comparison to their lustrous past. It features catchy riffs
and a fast pace that entertains but doesn't overwhelm. Return To Hangar (11) is their
attempted follow-up to the classic Hangar 18 track of some 15 years ago; even recycling
some of the lyrics, proving that the ideas in the 'Deth camp are running pretty thin; the track
was entertaining all the same, but it didn't add any enjoyment to the long past parent.
Mustaine's overdubs his voice in several tracks in a style that in any other genre (without the
heavy deep beat) would be classed as "love" or "love lost" songs (as in 1000 Times Goodbye
(4), that's right Dave you tell her...) are fair songs musically and keep a macho persona but
lack the dirty umph that made me like Megadeth in the first place. When (12) is another such
song, but it lacks the "love" component. Dread And The Fugitive Mind (9) comes across as a
humorous story with lyrics like "If you shake his hand you better count your fingers". The disc
proves to be more memorable than some of their more recent work, but Megadeth said they
were going to get "harder", well they got a bit more work to do yet. Maybe they are simply like
the politicians who promise, promise, promise but never give.
Highlighted Tracks:
Moto Psycho, Return To Hangar, 1000 Times Goodbye, When, Dread And The Fugitive Mind.
Grade: 8/10
MEGADETH
Rude Awakening
Sanctuary (2002)

(REV00509)
USA

CD

Thrash Metal

If you thought the previous effort, Capitol Punishment, was unnecessary then check this one
out! This double CD set was professional enough but is not really missed outside of one's
collection. Dread And The Fugitive Mind, In My Darkest Hour, Devil's Island, A Tout Le
Monde, Hangar 18, Symphony Of Destruction, Return To Hangar, Hangar 18, Trust, Peace
Sells, Holy Wars, Mechanix, and a total of 24 tracks grace this set covering their entire
career. The placement of the tracks and timing of them would prove to be a hidden message
for it was their second off of 'Capitol' and on 'Sanctuary', after choosing to go independent
and would end off to be their last, for after an arm injury Dave Mustaine would close the act
up a year later and end the existence of one of Metal's most notorious Thrash acts. But we’d
love ‘em all the same with or without this recording.
Highlighted Tracks:
Dread And The Fugitive Mind, In My Darkest Hour, Devil's Island, A Tout Le Monde, Hangar
18, Symphony Of Destruction, Return To Hangar, Hangar 18, Trust, Peace Sells, Holy Wars,
Mechanix.
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Grade: 8/10
MEGADETH
The System Has Failed
Sanctuary (2004)

(REV00522)
USA

CD

Thrash Metal

The System Has Failed is a loosely constructed concept album on these days of Terrorism
and other problems which governments have failed to contain - specifically in the U.S. The
album was designed to be Megadeth's triumphant return by mixing, as a friend of mine
mused, "all their past albums into one in an attempt to merge them all". The return isn't as
triumphant as they might have wanted, for although Megadeth once again cleverly avoid the
trap that everyone from Iron Maiden to Metallica fell into over the turn of the century by
coming across as more disjointed in their new albums as ever before, Megadeth have
managed to hold on to their sound and style but fail all the same in fully realizing their past
glories. Despite the anthemic track Back In The Day (7) that reminds me of Saxon's Denim
And Leather (not in musical style but in anthemic concept) the truth of the matter is the old
Megadeth is rapidly becoming a memory despite a valiant effort. Nevertheless, it is a worthy
effort and certainly a stronger, louder and more powerful all round album than much of their
previous recent works. Mustaine's voice sounds strained (more than usual) and the band
membership instrumentally doesn't seem as tight as before but given time these technical
issues will resolve themselves. Not a bad comeback but not as triumphant as I expected.
Tracks like I Know Jack, Something I'm Not and Truth Be Told give us a sneak preview of the
Megadeth of the future.
Highlighted Tracks:
Back In The Day, I Know Jack, Something I'm Not and Truth Be Told.
Grade: 8/10
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MELECHESH
Sphynx
Osmose (2003)

(ERF00342)
Assyrian Nation

CD

Black Metal

Sphynx comes across exactly as the band name and album title
advertises them to be. Boiled down to their most basic element,
Melechesh are Black Metal plain and simple. We have all the basic
elements here – cool costumes focusing on donning of leather, growling
and gurgling vocalist with a rich guitar oriented foundation. Where they
diverge from the pack is in the haunting almost subliminal mid-eastern
influences in the instrumental backdrops, the art and the lyrics. Yes, those
All media
lyrics - that tell a story in each song featuring the mystical and mysterious
courtesy
Melechesh &
devices and powers hidden away in locked tombs, and the return of
Osmose
wanna-be faros, giants and gods; mixing subjects seen in movies like
Productions.
Indiana Jones, The Mummy and Tomb Raider all in one. With intricate
details with respect to one’s surroundings and exact descriptions of the
lights, triangles and other objects in the lyrics, it shows that a lot of thought and time were put
into the songs; mystical and fantasy maybe, but at least some thought was put into them,
written almost as if they were taken from some ancient scrolls. It is important to note,
however, that the subject matter discussed is not Egypt at all but could easily be mistaken for
such, but is actually in reference to the Mesopotamian/Sumerian Sphynx.
Most memorable tracks would probably be Secrets Of Sumerien
Sphynxology (2), Triangular Tattvic Fire (6) and the bonus track
Babylon Fell (11). Melechesh was another alumni from the Northern
Lights 2004 festival. The CD also features a killer multimedia
presentation and kick ass video produced by guitarist Ashmedi
himself and the album producer Andi Laroque (of King Diamond).
Highlighted Tracks:
Secrets Of Sumerien Sphynxology, Triangular Tattvic Fire, Babylon Fell.
Grade: 9/10
MERCY CREEK
Bloomington 3
Ind. (1999)

(ERF00036)
USA

CD

Hard Rock

Newly formed Mercy Creek (Summer of 1998) present to us something different then what
we normally review here. This 3 track CD offers a kind of cross between Pop and country, at
least to my ears. Cheyl Nystrom (vocals) offers a well-controlled and strong voice suited to
this style of music, like many Pop singers of today, like Cheryl Crow and Alanis Morisette
(without the squeaky voice). Her partner, Jim Ball, offers excellent backing music that doesn't
attempt to compete with the rest. Often, the duo plays with a full band as well. The disc was
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(ERF00021)

SEASONS OF THE WOLF (SOTW)
S.O.T.W.
Mother Earth Music (1996)

USA

CD

Progressive Metal

About 2 1/2 weeks ago this band sent their CD in for review and I'm glad
to do it. At first look you think "Hmm, a Motorhead clone or maybe a
Death band". But never judge a book by its cover. The singer (Wes
Waddell) has a surprisingly higher voice then his appearance lets on.
Quality guitar and drum work with creative lyrics offer a very sensible and
radio savvy record, and according to their press kit, the listing of radio
stations that agree is impressive. The record was also mixed well. As I
listened to this record the words "I like this" repeated themselves. This is this band's first effort
and I'm surprised at how little is known about them in this area. I wish them luck!
Grade: 8/10
(ERF00022)

SEASONS OF THE WOLF (SOTW)
Lost In Hell
Mother Earth Music (1999)

USA

CD

Progressive Metal

Two weeks ago I finally received the latest offering from these guys of
Florida's gulf coast. Lost In Hell is the second offering from these talented
individuals who offer professionalism with standardized quality; this release
is no exception. Personally, I found the record started slowly but it
gradually grows on you until by the end you walk away satisfied. Granted,
it's not as hard rocking as others, but it remains professional and creative.
This version sees a more obvious and creative use of the keyboards. The
cover art, however, is amazingly striking, and all through the disc this theme follows. The art
reminds me of the works by Supertramp, Boston, ELO and Pink Floyd in its striking appeal
and creative zest, reminiscent of 1970's AOR. The band logo as a stylized space ship zipping
through planets remains an impressive image it would seem. This is a great recording for
those open-minded individuals who like to try fresh things. Most definitely this record lives up
to the band's chosen genre of Progressive Metal.
Grade: 9/10
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SEASONS OF THE WOLF (SOTW)
Nocturnal Revelations
Mother Earth Music (2002)

(ERF00253)
USA

CD

Progressive Metal

A smashingly dynamic recording and the best thus far from these Florida
musicians, this disc shows Wes Waddell's voice coming across as
powerful and strong. The disc also showcases the keyboard efforts of
Dennis Ristow; his synths. coming in to add flavour and timely texture to
the crunching Thrash influenced guitars. SOTW are quite simply a
dynamic Progressive Metal act, their artwork reminds one of the classic
days of vinyl in the styles of ELO and Boston, while the music mixes all of
the great eras of Metal without sounding symphonic. New Age Revolution
and Dead Zone show the keyboards blasting loud and strong, while Dance Of A Thousand
Veils has a mid-east flavour. NR3 comes across as sci-fi, and Storm Of The Century,
Transmission and Skulls highlight the high-speed guitar work in a more traditional Thrash
Metal feel. A loud, mostly fast all Metal recording with a fantasy and sci-fi feel. I've followed
these guys since shortly after their first album and they have proven to be consistent, mature
and tight performers; their best showing thus far.
Highlighted Tracks:
New Age Revolution, Dead Zone, Skulls, Storm Of The Century, NR3, Transmission.
Grade: 9/10

SOTW
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(ERF00315)

TERATISM
Invocation Furae Diabolus
Root Of All Evil (2002)

USA

CD

Black Metal

It's gothic, it's powerful and it's creative. Teratism's second CD is so full of
evil and high quality production you would swear it was done by a big
named act. Teratism display pure, no-nonsense atmospheric Black Metal.
Overdubbing scenes of carnage, movies, Gregorian chants or worship
simply added to the feel. Basic distorted guitars and double peddling over
a barrage of raspy growls are the order of the day here. Despite a slight
production error (or enhancement depending on your point of view) of the
songs ending suddenly or with a "click" sound as happened on a couple of
occasions, the disc was flawless. For basic old school pounding check out Resurrection
Denied (2) or The Befoulment Of Sanctimonius Grace (3) or Hate (5; with an awesome guitar
riff), and for atmospherics see Damnum Minatum (1) or Malum Sectum (8). Malum Sectum,
was nothing more than a church bell ringing in the rain and thunder with baying wolves and
other background sounds. It's a pretty haunting track but went on too long in my opinion.
The CD also comes with a bonus video on the CD-ROM part. The video is of them in concert.
It’s a grainy low-quality picture but definitely shows the leather and spike clad face-painted lot
in a mock S&M scene live on stage.
This was an excellent recording; definitely check it out!
Highlighted Tracks:
Damnum Minatum, Resurrection Denied, The Befoulment of Sanctimonious Grace, Hate,
Malum Sectum.
Grade: 8/10
(ERF00316)

TERATISM
The Blessing Of Death
Ind (2004)

USA

CD

Black Metal

The Blessing Of Death is Teratism's triumphant
resurrection. There is more of a traditional styling this time
around on tracks like Trampled Underfoot (1) and the
excellent Bloodthirst And Misanthropy (3; sung in an
awesome pentameter) but the grotesque titles just get better
(or is that worse) as the album goes along. I was fortunate in
that I was able to get an advance copy of this disc and have
since received the completed album; the complete version
featuring new art from the sampler, artwork that like the
previous Invocation… effort is a basic grayscale but this
Teratism’s Lord Ornias.
time features simpler pictures of the grim reaper and the
cover of some smudgy image. Nonetheless this album stands as a powerful and loud follow274
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up to its predecessor. The CD features a high-speed remake of Kreator’s Tormentor. There
was no innovation here just good Black Metal in the old-fashioned pounding and grinding
fashion complete with the standard calls to Satan and various acts of blaspheme. In short the CD kicked some serious ass!
Highlighted Tracks:
Trampled Underfoot, Bloodthirst And Misanthropy, Tormentor.
Grade: 8/10

Members of Teratism

TERROR 2000
Slaughterhouse Supremacy
Scarlet (2000)

(ERF00147)
Sweden

CD

Thrash Metal

Terror 2000 is "Pure Thrash Armageddon from Sweden", as the brochure starts. It's a
mixture of members from the melodic Death/Thrash act Soilwork & Thrashers Darkane.
They started in 1999 under the name of Killing Machine, but another act had previously
claimed the name so they changed theirs to the present value. It was recorded in the
Underground Studios (Carnal Forge, NecroDeath, Ebony Tears, etc.) The lyrics are your
basic hate, blood, guts, sex and gore yelled and growled over a barrage of bass and drums.
Powerful production rams fast, aggressive music like that of Judas Priest, Kreator,
... (ARTICLE TRUNCATED IN DEMO VERSION) ...
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ZZ-TOP
Eliminator
Warner (1983)

(REV00466)
USA

LP

Hard Rock

Here it is, one of the prizes of my collection, a hard to find item in these parts (especially if
you are a cheap bastard like me)! This is the album that made ZZ-Top the classic band it now
is. Eliminator introduced their old Ford Coup on the cover, their beards and their risqué
brand of southern blues influenced Rock to the world. Hits like Gimme All Your Lovin', Sharp
Dressed Man and Legs added to lesser hits like Thug, TV Dinners and Got Me Under
Pressure make this an album worthy of contention. After Legs (on the second side), it calms
down a bit, too bad because it could have gotten a 10.
Highlighted Tracks:
Gimme All Your Lovin', Sharp Dressed Man, Legs, Thug, TV Dinners, Got Me Under
Pressure, Legs.
Grade: 9/10
ZZ-TOP
Afterburner
Warner (1985)

(REV00512)
USA

LP

Hard Rock

After two years off ZZ-Top returns with their follow-up to Eliminator, and that's exactly what it
is - a follow-up, or more precisely a continuation of the predecessor. On Afterburner the
bearded boys pump out more songs about hot babes and hot rods almost as if they were
leftovers from Eliminator. Over-all the album proves to be a hit or miss, fortunately mostly hit
with tracks like Sleeping Bag, Planet Of Women, I Got The Message, the humorous Delirious,
and Velcro Fly, but it misses with the ballad Rough Boy, and proves entertaining but
uninspiring with Dipping Low (In The Lap Of Luxury) and Planet Of Women. It misses on the
same umph their previous effort had and comes across as typical '80's synthesized Pop but
with heavier guitars, the public at the time felt the same it appears as it was a success but not
as loved as Eliminator.
Highlighted Tracks:
Sleeping Bag, Rough Boy, Planet Of Women, Velcro Fly, Dipping Low (In The Lap Of
Luxury), I Got The Message, Delirious.
Grade: 7/10
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ZZ-TOP
Greatest Hits
Warner (1992)

(REV00126)
USA

CD

Hard Rock

Another great compilation containing the biggest and most memorable hits from this fantastic
band featuring tracks like Gimme All Your Lovin', Sharp Dressed Man and Legs! It brings
back fond memories of the early eighties. Texas blues mixed with risqué lyrics, Biker image
with good 'ole Rock and roll mixes create a grass roots following. Their trademark long
beards, flashy cars and motorcycles attracted bikers and businessmen alike, have a listen
and find out why.
Highlighted Tracks:
Gimme All Your Lovin', Sharp Dressed Man, Legs.
Grade: 9/10
Database notation: HEZZAKYA can be reviewed in a module file.
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Appendix: 7
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Derek McDonald resides in the suburban town of Oakville, Ontario a town
within commuting distance of Canada’s largest city, Toronto, the city of his
birth.
Derek first started his music and writing career publishing freelance news
articles and album reviews for small magazines in North America and on the
FIDONET over BBS’s. He has a diploma in Business Information Systems
from Loyalist College of Applied Arts and Technologies, is the founder of the
RRCA and founder and president of Emperor Multimedia Corporation Ltd.
and Diskery/EMD Distribution. He was formerly President/Owner of the
computer firm DMCS Technologies. He does his own computer and web
programming for the company, has invented a process of converting
analogue records and tapes to digital, has also invented his own computer
language, and has produced and released several digital audio recordings;
this is his second book/E-Book. Derek is an honorary member of several
Rock bands and a former performing member of several others. He has been
recently featured in a music video. He is also a contributor to local music
related charities, and is known in the local Heavy Metal and Gothic music
scenes. He has also volunteered as a field assistant to Paleontologists in
Derek McDonald.
Dinosaur Park (Royal Tyrrell Museum: Brooks, Alberta) back in 1991. Derek
has a large record collection and has written extensively on various subjects on Rock music
history and biographies. He is also a card-carrying member of the Iron Maiden fan club, as well
as the Royal Canadian Legion (br. 133). His contribution to the Metronome construction of a
monument to Canadian music will see his name in stone upon its completion.
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